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EDITORIAL

The

T

menace

of mercenaries in Africa

he fact that at least three African states have, over the

relied on the services of mercenaries
fight their internal wars is a worrying development
which needs to be analysed in a broader context.
Why do African governments resort to these dogs of war,
whose sole objective is to accumulate personal wealth at
the expense of the well-being of the peoples of the countries
in which they fight?
Persistent reports by international financial institutions
and other organisations all point to the fact that Africa, the
least developed of all continents, spends more on the
military than on grain. It is therefore ironic that those large
armies fed and maintained in barracks at the tax payer’s
expense, would be as useless in defending theirgovemments
as to have to rely on mercenaries.
Documentary evidence shows that Executive Outcomes,
the South African based mercenary agency, has been
involved in the wars in Angola, Sierra Leone, and now
Zaire. In all cases, it is said, payments were made either in
dollars

past two years,

to

or

diamonds

or

both.

personnel are largely former
apartheid South Africa’s special forces,
whose job in the past was to destabilise liberation
movements and African governments who supported them.
In the process, countless innocent civilians got killed and
Executive Outcomes’s

members of the

vital economic infrastructure
Their motivation

was

destroyed.
uniquely based on their drive to

in their nightmarish hate for Black
people. Could it then be that a miracle has happened, that
these men in the darkest of sunglasses and greenest of
camouflage have become our saviours?
Executive Outcomes’s Waynand du Toit was recently
in Angola, as part of his outfit’s war effort against Unita,
on the side 6f the government forces. Du Toit has an
interesting relationship with Angola. In May 1985, as a
member of the South African special forces, he was
captured and jailed by the Angolan authorities after a
failed commando raid on the Malongo oil fields in
northern Angola. The raid was stage-managed to show
Unita’s military successes against what was perceived as
a ‘Marxist’ regime in Luanda. Du Toit was subsequently
released in 1987, in a prisoners of war’s swap that
involved the governments of Angola, Mozambique, the
ANC and the apartheid regime in South Africa. On
landing in Angola in 1992, this time on the side of the
same government that in 1985 he fought against, Du
Toit’s job was ironically to free the Soyo oil fields, just
next to Malongo, from Unita’s control.
prevent majority rule,

2

Vol. 10, No. 6

The main article herein

clearly describes Eben Barlow,

the brains behind Executive Outcomes, as a former apartheid
South Africa government sanctioned mercenary. Since he
formed that dreadful company almost four years ago,
Barlow claims he only works with legitimate governments.
But how

legitimate is it for a non-state army to get in voloved
in internal conflicts that should be the subject of dialogue,
regional and international diplomacy?
The fact remains that behind the claims of assistance to

legitimate governments, be it in Angola, in Sierra Leone or
in Zaire, lies a great desire for money and for plundering the
economic
There is

resources
no

of African countries.

tangible evidence that the peoples of Angola,

Sierra Leone and Zaire have benefited from the trail left

by Executive Outcomes in their countries. This

behind

makes the

But,

case

for mercenaries hard to defend.

in our main feature article, the tragedy is
Executive Outcomes or other mercenary agencies

as we argue

not that

doing the only job they know best, but that the governments
can be so politically bankrupt as to even
consider that mercenaries have a role to play in solving the
political crises facing their countries. There aie unconfirmed
reports that the OAU is contemplating to enlist the services
of Executive Outcomes for its future peace keeping division.
If such reports are true, then we urge the OAU to have a
rethink on the matter. The continental organisation is so far
considered to have the world’s toughest anti-mercenary
conventions, prompted as it were, by the high tide of
are

who contract them

mercenaries that between the 1960s and the 1980s strode
across
—

to

Africa, attempting — and in some cases succeeding
post-independence governments that

overthrow the

unsympathetic to their ideological leanings.
on mercenary activities rules, among
other things, that mercenaries caught passing through one
country, on their way to fight in another, must be handed
over to their intended victim or be prosecuted by the
arresting state. This principle should be adhered to by all
African states both in spirit and in the letter.
At the international level, an appropriate legal framework
that outlaws mercenaries must be put in place. The process
of achieving this was began by the United Nations as far
back as the Congo crisis, when the UN force activities were
being hampered by some 500 mercenaries fighting on the
side of secessionist leader Moise Tshombe. Unfortunately,
such efforts have deliberately been sabotaged by the fact
that the majority of mercenaries are nationals of the same
major Western nations wielding a lot of power in decision
making at the UN.B
were seen as

The OAU convention
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BABU NEVER TOOK THE CAPITALIST ROAD
X T WAS heartening to read the Tributes to
A Babu. One of his qualities was the ability to

pursue an

corttncntal Africa. I had read that the Southern

Africa

Regional Institute for Policy Studies
was preparing a book on Babu and
remembered photos he had shown us of Che

idea alone, going against the

(SARIPS)

“conventional wisdom” ifhe was satisfied it was
He refused to get bogged down in cant
and dogma. At a ti me when the socuilistcamp was

Guevara and himself. What a loss, that his story

divided, his support

youth, much in need of genuine heroes to look

correct.

for China’s experience

was not

was

courageous and an inspiration to many.
In this he was like George Padmore,

up to.

who in
his book Pan Africanism or Communism,
denounced the socialist variant that oppressed
its people and bolstered hegemony. Both

Finally, on the ability of visionary radical
leaders such as Padmore and Babu, to take the
correct

Babu

ever

socialist
orthodoxy denied the relevance of the issue of
‘race’ and yet C.L.R. James had taught us that
‘to ignore race is a mistake second only to the
prioritisation of race over class’.
In Southern Africa today the true path to
social transformation passes via a recognition

Shivji is wrong in asserting that

took the

‘capitalist road’ (SAPEM,
1996). Babu was a

Vol. 10, No. 1, October

socialist as much as Padmore was, in addition to
his

being an African nationalist.
1 had the good fortune to work

with Babu at

the Lake Victoria Hotel in Entebbe

during the
First International Preparatory Committee (IPC)
Meeting in August 1992, towards the 7th Pan
African Congress and I can confirm that despite

our

differences in age,

man

who

was

without

humble in the human
Babu

was

it was easy to work with a
.self-importance and was

not a continentalist but a Pan

Africa he

A A (SAPEM, Vol. 10, No. 5, February, 1997), raises

some

with the wrath of AmeHca’s destabilisation policies. Thus, to blame Africans alone
for the lack of democracy on the continent is a gross
misrepresentation of facts. If the
Americans had applied evenly their policy of encouraging the democratic movement

flourish

throughout Africa,

Knock

no

race

and

gender.

Windhoek
Namibia

Fundamentalists
are

the

problem
'\T OUR article

the challenge?
pertinent questions

up to

regarding America’s policy towards Africa. Successive US administrations have
followed an African policy based on Washington’s desire to impose its will on
African governments through a number of covert and overt ways. In client states such
as Mobutu’s Zaire, the Americans never eared about
democracy, as they conveniently
tolerated a despot who kept their eco'nomic interests in one of the richest
regions of
Africa intact. Those governments that followed a different political philosophy met

today.

African

nationalist, whose horizons extended far beyond

XT ERMAN Cohen’s article, Clinton II: Will

o^f the equal importance of the issues of class,
B.F. Bankie

sense.

America's
Inconsistent Foreign

to

road, it should be noted that through the

second half of the twentieth century,

Padmore and Babu remained committed, critical
socialists. Issa

recorded for the benefit of the African

doubt the situation would be far better than it is

on ‘Politics and religion’ in
A Mozambique (SAPEM, Vol. 10, No. 5,
February 1997) highlights an issue that has for
long been largely ignored. The issue is not
whether Moslems have a holiday or not, but
what is the significance of religion on politics.
Moslems have a right to exist and practice
theii'religion just like others have the right to
be Catholics, Methodists or Presbyterians. The
problem is when one religion tries to impose
its values upon all other members of society, as
it happens in countries ran by Islamic
fundamentalists such as Iran, Libya, and

Sudan.

Rugumambo

Nairobi

Kenya
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Winston Ghall
Durban
South Africa
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Dogs of war, or wars of dogs?
As highly trained,

relatively well equipped and motivated rebels toddle the bushes ofAfrica to challenge the authority

ofthe often corniptgovernments that rule them, mercenarism has lately become a common feature on
writes Fernando

as

W

HEN EUROPEAN powers
Berlin in 1885 to partition
their

continent’s

deliberations

fate

were

met in

Africa,

on

followed

the

by

expedition (or occupying) forces. Then
came the missionaries. Today, a new crop of
‘missionaries' are descending on the ‘dark
continent’. It is not the kind that preaches
development projects or aid. They land in
the dense tropical African forests in
helicopter gunships, wielding AK-47 rifles
and proMsion bags on their backs, in a typical
Rambo fashion. At times publicity about
them is showered by the world’s major
television networks.

they bravely search for their
newly defined enemies, the rebels fighting to
overthrow the same governments they once
fought against.
If you have been a government sanctioned
killer in the past, with the mission to wipe out
fighters determined to liberate their countries
from colonial yoke, there are at least two ways
to make money these days. You can form a
security company (never mind the definition
of the term) or set up a landmines clearance

Mozambique, and possibly some 2 million in
Zimbabwe, then this is big business indeed.
In post apartheid Southern Africa.

outfit.

Executive Outcomes has helped the Angolan

in hard cash,

At

a

time when peace seems to

be settling
agencies and other
organisations are dishing out

in Southern Africa, UN

international

their

lucrative contracts to clear vast tracts of land

job was to overthrow or attempt to overthrow
what their paymasters considered unfriendly
governments. But today, armed not only
with sophisticated weaponry from the same
East European countries they were in the
past ideologically opposed to, but also with

planted with landmines. Invariably, the same
people who made or laid those landmines
are the ones being awarded the contracts to
clear them. If you consider that the cost of
unearthingjust one landmine varies between

These

are

mercenaries. In the past,

fabulous contracts worth millions of dollars
4

the continent,

Gonyalves.

USS300 and USSl 000, and there are at least
9 million of those in Angola, 1.5 million in

Executive Outcomes,

a

Pretoria based

company registered as a security firm, has in
fact become a nest of mercenaries. It employs
an

assortment

of former assassins,

spies,

saboteurs, scoundrels and veterans of wars
from around the

globe.

Since itwas formed in

1994.just before the

first multiracial elections in South

government to crush Unita,

Africa,

and the former

military regime of Captain
Valentine Strasser, to end its war against the
Revolutionary Lmited Front (RLT).
In addition, the company is said to be
negotiating for contracts in Kenya, Malawi,
Mozambique, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda.
The contractwith tire Angolan government
Sierra Leonean

is said

to

have been worth USS40 million.

The exact value of the Sierra Ixonean one
not

is

known, but is believed to have been well
Sapem March, 1997
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above the

Angolan

former officers

one.

The salaries for the mercenaries range
from USS15 000 to USS18 000 per month,
and each mercenary

is entitled to a life
insurance. Recruitment is active in Belgium,
France, Namibia, Portugal, South Africa, and
the United Kingdom, Even veterans from
the former Yugoslavia war are believed to be
training Zairian soldiers faced with a fourmonth old rebellion in the eastern part of
the countiy.
E.xecutive Outcomes has

Air, tvith

a

an

airforce. Ibis

fleet of three 727 Boeings, at least

Ml-17 and

.MI-24

helicopters, and
flying equipment with
sun'cillance capabilities.
Executive Outcomes maintains that it only
works with legitimate governments, but the
contestation of the legitimacy of such
governments is the very same reason for the
company’s presence in Africa. And what
guarantees are there that the mercenary
trade will cease once those legitimate
governments have been secured?
two

two

several other

There are concerns amongst governments
in the

region that Executive Outcomes may
epitomise the privatisation of war in Africa.

are

clandestinely are trading

the stocks of tveapons the Soviets and their
former allies had kept to fight the Cold War.

Executive Outcomes

prefers Russian
helicopters and MIGs-23 and SU-25 aircrafts,
supplied to their client governments on the
basis of a list of requirements provided by
the company itself.
Other Freelance soldiers believed

involved in the

war

to

be

in Zaire include French

can

be

anyone's guess. Meanwhile, the
trade is booming.
Angola and Sierra Leone, where

mercenaty
Both

Executive Outcomes have left their trail for

example, are countries rich in diamonds. So
payments were sometimes arranged in rough
diamonds.
In the past, ideology motivated
as the infamous

mercenaty Bob
Denard and South Africa’s ’Mad’ Mike Hoare

and

Belgian. They are commanded by the
Belgian mercenary Christian
Tavernier, who has in the past helped ailing

who in the 1970s landed

infamous

the island

President Mobutu Sese Seko crush

former President Albert René.

of rebellions in Shaba province

a

number

But

is justifiably

situations of crises such

as

in Zaire and

Sierra

Leone, they have become the source
of the problem, not its solution. MTien rebels
in Zaire launched their offensive in October

state

of the

on

the beaches of

Seychelles, attempting
governmentof

overthrow the ’unfriendlv'

Today’s mercenaries scout for the highest,
most

tempted to ask why
do African governments choose to use
mercenaries when they have their own armies
confined to barracks and paid for by the
taxpayer? In manv cases, the soldiers are
badly paid and poorly trained, and in
one

to

in the 1960s

and 1970s.

“dogs of

war’’ such

or

lucrative contracts; whether in dollars

in diamonds.
Executive Outcomes’ boss. Eben Barlow,

prides himself for what he sees as his
company’s 'success story’. He said recently
that in 1993, when his forces went into Angola,
government forces controlled 20 percent of
the cotinuy’s territor)'. "When the (Lusaka)
protocol was signed in (November 1994)
they held 75 percent,” he boasted.
But critics of Barlow’s company say it is

Within the South African establishment itself,
there

dissenting voices as to whether the
be trusted to guarantee the
security needs of sovereign states.
are

company can

In December, the South African National

Conventional Arms Control Committee
announced that it would ask

parliament

to

pass legislation curtailing the involvement of
South Africans in mercenarv activities. The

subject the sale of military, or
intelligence services, including training, to
the same licensing process as dealing in
military hardware — even to the extent of
requiring end-user certificates.
Two major developments appear to have
contributed to the upsurge of mercenarism
in Africa. The end of apartheid in South
Africa resulted in the dismantling of those
units of the former regime’s army that were
established to fight apartheid's wars in
Southern Africa. Most of their operatives,
whose actions were solely dictated bv their
anti-Black racist ideology, had too much
blood in their hands to be integrated into
the new South African army. So they left.
strategy is to

Then there is the chaos that followed the

breakaway of the Soviet Union and the prodemocracy revolutions in Eastern Europe.
Finding themselves without means of
sustenance

and sometimes

Sai’em March, 1997

even

suiteless.

The Soviet-made Mi-24

helicopter gunship, one of Executive Outcome’s most preferred flying

equipment
last year, government

only exploiting the resources ofthe countries

deserted their posts.

in which it is involved.

troops panicked and
In the process they looted
villages and towns, forcing thousands of
civilians to flee for safety.
This situation presents the danger ofentire
armies, and the security needs of countries
being looked after by mercenaries whose
sole motivation is self-enrichment and the

plundering of a continent's resources. What
that will do to a continent still in the
making

A career soldier from the old South Af rican
armed forces, Barlow seiwed for many years as
a

member of the

special forces before 1989.

when he became head of the

military
intelligence’s Civil Cooperation Bureau’s
(CCB) West European division. In that
capacity, he ran death squads that were
responsible for murdering South African anti5

COVER STORY

apartheid activists in exile in Europe. He also
ran a five-men

in

cell that set up fron t companies

Cyprus and in seven other countries.
When the CCB

Barlow and his
unfit

to

was

disbanded in 1991,

colleagues were considered
of the country’s new

become part

dispensation.
A large number of the Executive Outcome's
employees are Angolans and Namibians who
served in the SADF's 32 battalion, which was

involved in

special operadons in Angola and

Namibia.
As regarded by many ofits cridcs, Execudve
Outcomes is a modern version of 18th centui^

adventurism, ruthless piracy involving

ultimately ripping off the

murder and

condnent’s mineral wealth. In the

case

of

Protecting diamonds in Angola: the new role of private security firms

Angola, it is believed that in addidon to
diamonds and dollars, oil concessions were

replacing African armies, but that African
governments themselves have neglected their
own armies in favour of money-making
freelance gangs disguised as security firms.
Reports that the OAU itself — which is by
norm
expected to be the guardian of the
security of the condnent — is contempladng

offered to Executive Outcomes in return for
the

company’s services leading to the

recap^turing of the Soyo oil fields in the
north.
The tragedy, however, is not that Execudve

Outcomes is there, providing a service to loyal
clients in need, and in the process

effecdvely

to

offer Executive Outcomes

a

contract

for

the management

of its yet unborn peacekeeping operadons are quite disturbing, as
the long term consequences of encouraging
the spread of private armies when the
condnent needs more grain than bullets, are
too ghastly to contemplate.®
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Covert and

military

operations in Africa
Overt Western militRry efforts aimed at

establishing some

equilibrium within Africa have been well documented,
argues Absalom Mutere.
N THE

I

mid-1970s, it is estimated that

the American Central

Intelligence
Agency (CIA) had about 3 000 secret
operations specialists posted around the
world. Most of them were working from
US embassies and consulates, where
they
were
given cover as state department
employees. The Africa Division of the
Clandestine Services had approximately
400 people working in the CIA
headquarters near Washington, D.C., and
in

some

40 embassies and consulates in

Africa.

Apart from personnel assigned to
posed as
private individuals under varying forms of
non-official cover. They were employees
of private companies; professors at African
embassies and consulates, others

universities, volunteers and aid workers.
Xon-US citizens,

the so-called third

country nationals, also served as
operations officers under private cover.
The targets were host governments, local
institutions such
the media, the

as

interests in Africa focused

presen’ing
Zaire.
Belgian support for mercenary operations
in that country in the 1960s
complemented
overt military intervention in the same
period. In 1978, Belgian paratroopers
intervened to secure mining areas in Zaire’s
Shaba province. With hopes for future
stability, Belgium joined with France and
China in a programme to retrain Zaires
ineffective and unreliable military force.
France,
highly
interventionist,
maintained troops in Africa long after other
colonial powers had pulled theirs out.
They
on

their enormous mining operations in

recruit mercenaries for

backing its
movement,

Its

most

own

Angola while
favoured separatist

FLEC, in Cabinda.

important long-term activity in
to the white
regime

Africa was its assistance

in South Africa, where French
government
and

armaments

industries

helped to

provide near self-sufficiency for that
government’s war machine.
British interests centered
principally on
its former colonies in West and East Africa.
With the US, Britain carried the Western
cause

in

negotiations for majority rule in

Zimbabwe.

However, its greatest
preoccupation was with South Africa,
Disruption of the South African economy
in the 1980s,
given Britain’s huge
investments in and dependence on trade
with South Africa, would have been

catastrophic. Caught in the middle because
of its investments and trade with former
Black colonies that were united in

support

of the liberation

it

struggle against apartheid,
played a tricky Juggling act.
Its security services maintained close

stationed in West and Central Africa,

liaison with South Africa’s Bureau of State

Djibouti, and in the Indian Ocean.
militarily in favour of
Morocco and .Mauritania against the
Polisario independence struggle in Western
Sahara. During both the 1977 and 1978
crisis in Zaire’s Shaba province, France
intervened with military forces, and its

Security (BOSS). It passively accepted
sanction-busting commercial operationsto
supply oil and other necessities to Ian

were

in

France intervened

secret

service (SDECE) helped the CIA

Smith’s

government

in

Zimbabwe.

Similarly, it looked the other way as
hundreds, perhaps even thousands, of
Britons

were

recruited

Smith’s army and

as

mercenaries for

other counter-insurgency

the trade unions and

representatives of

liberation movements, and the

foreign
diplomatic corps,
especially the missions of socialist
countries. They maintained liaison
and training programmes with local
military and security services,
through which they tried to recruit
officers of the local services

to

report on sensitive political matters
and the

country’s leadership.
importantly, they applied
and exploited the information they
Most

collected, in order
the

strengthen
people and the institutions they

favoured and
those

to

to

weaken and

destroy

they opposed.

The British, French,

Portuguese,
Belgians have all been more
secretive than the Americans about
their

intelligence services. Belgian
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The role of the US in Africa: Zimbabwe
army
six weeks of joint military training in 1994

commander, Gen. Vitalis Zvinavashe, greets US soldiers after

COVER STORY
obtained

OTRAG,

operations. South Africa’s BOSS operated

company,

impunity in Britain to drum up
right wing support for its policies, to harass
and keep apartheid’s opponents under
surveillance, and going so far as to sabotage
the Harold Wilson government by attacking
the Prime Minister's image.

sovereignty over ä huge area of the country.

almost with

near

Israeli interests in Africa clashed with

When

Arab and Black Muslim states.

every African country broke
relations with Israel following the 1973 war,

practically
its closest

ally in Africa continued to be

German

South Africa, and it is

commercial

believed that close

West

operations
extremely important
were

Africa’s

for South

and,
indirectly, for the
Smith
army’s
operations against the
economy

Patriotic

in

setting

minority white power
was

to

serve as a

for majority

establishment of

Africa itself.

whites

to

their

continue

apartheid regime for
as long as possible,
while seeking to

struggling

curtail, international

rule in South

action

against them
through token or very

in Zaire,

limited

internal

reform.

They played

a

wherein the German

=1

were

determined

development

programme

a

government.
In South Africa, the

nationalist

movements

as

complement to Israel's
military assistance to
the
apartheid

buffer to the

black

service, and

BOSS

continue and

technology to South
Africa, enabling the
apartheid govern me n t
to develop nuclear
weapons, and the
a

the Israeli

in

Zimbabwe, in which

transfer of nuclear

between MOSSAD,

‘moderate’ Muzorewa

government

existed

relations

the

in

importantcommercial
operation was the

missile

up

Its most

Front

Zimbabwe.
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They played a key role

key role in setting

up the ‘moderate’ Muzorewa government
in Zimbabwe, in which minority white power
was to

continue and

serve as a

buffer

one

that excluded the SWAPO liberation

movement.

Against this backdrop of covert
military intrigues, the
question of how sovereign Africa was,
loomed large. The fallout continues to play
itself out today in the social, economic and
political arena. In the independence era,
sovereignty, embraced both a principle and
a promise; a principle of international
interaction and a promise of international
equality. Its ideological justification rested
on the notion of self-determination, logically
derived from the European model.
However, the power asymmetries of the
international system have prevented these
ideals from being attained in Africa. The
promise foundered on what was to become
the ideological and military conflict between
superpowers, and later, the gnawing
economic gap between the North and the
interventions and
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Can SADC handle African conflicts?
Current attempts

by the Southern African Development Community (SADC) to broker a political
region of Zaire, Rwanda and Burundi, and to bolster
democracy in unsettied Swaziland and Lesotho, mark a very important turning point in the role of
the organisation, writes Brian Moyo.

settlement in the tioubled Gre^t Lakes

T

HE

INITIATIVE,

which

is

spearheaded by South Africa’s
president Nelson Mandela, the

current

SADC chairman, is

one

of the

ambitious attempts at political
arbitration on African issues by African
most

leaders themselves.

Depending on the outcome, it is an
advent which may arguably change the
fundamental principles and objectives
of SADC.

Up to now, SADC which was
during the hey days of apartheid,
by Southern African countries who felt
collectively threatened by South Africa,
has taken economic integration as its
main objective. Although the role of

formed

SADC was somewhat broadened with the

acceptance

Chissano

of South Africa as a member,

the main brief has remained that of

dimension

economic

conflict resolution. It is, however, fair to

integration and advancement
in the region through increased trade as
its main objective.
Thus, at a broad conceptual level,
SADC’s bid to heal political differences
in the Great Lakes region, and closei to

to

the

spirit of co-operation in

inquire to what extent can SADC
political direction within these'
problematic areas.

influence

The conflict

involving Zaire, Rwanda
best a very complicated
business. The Great Lakes region, now
being aptly referred to as the ‘Middle
East of Africa’, has for many years lived
on
the brink of political
upheavals. While the conflicts

and Burundi is

at

home in Lesotho and Swaziland, is an

between Tutsis and Hutus in

untried and untested formula. There is

Rwanda and Burundi

historical

precedent within subSaharan Africa of a regional economic
grouping playing the role of arbiter to
what is essentially a deeply involved
political and ‘tribal’ problem.
The fact that the SADC peace initiative
brought together African Presidents such
no

as

Nelson

the headlines in

the

local ‘tribes’,

including Hutus,
hardly ever in the news.
That changed last year when
Zaire, in attempting to move

was

Mandela,Joaquim Chissano of

thousands of Hutu refugees back
to

their

Sapem March, 1997

in Zaire

back

to

the

forces from Rwanda, Burundi

within the SADC

gives the initiative a fresh

roots

18th century.
Zaire now claims that armed

Moreover, the fact that Zaire, Rwanda
catchment area,

Rwanda, also threatened to

expel ethnic Tutsis who trace

of commitment present.
are not

years,

simmering tensions between

Tutsis within Zaire and other

Mozambique, Ketumile Masire of
Botswana and Robert Mugabe of
Zimbabwe along with Yoweri Museveni
of Uganda, bears testimony to the level

and Burundi

grabbed

recent

and
Masire

Uganda have invaded its
territory in support of the Zaire
9

based rebels who launched

an

attack

on

the government

ago,

of Mobutu four months
following threats of expulsion.

The conflict has since widened and

the rebels led
look

set to

by Laurent-Desire Kabila
more and more territory

seize

the faint-hearted Zairean troops
With the ailing Mobutu still

as

retreat.

recovering from

an operation in his
French villa, the Zairean leadership

be demoralised and unable
with the rebel onslaught. Trying
to get to grips with the recent problems

appears to
to

cope

of Lesotho and Swaziland is also

a

brave

attempt by SADC. Lesotho is still

smarting from an 11-day mutiny by the
police which ended in a five-hour gun
battle between the police and the army
after the former had occupied the
national police headquarters on
February 6.
The Lesotho problem is further
complicated by the fact that the leader of
the renegade band, Pakiso Moliso, who is
still on the run, allegedly sought refuge
at the palace of Lesotho’s King Letsie III.
The alleged involvement of the royal
household in the mutiny will be difficult
to dispel, given the history of bad blood

Mugabe

Mobutu

leaders did

thing, Kabila
speedy
advance against Zairean troops indicates
that the core of government authority
has all but disintegrated. The prospect of
seizing the whole of Zaire and replacing
a weakened
government, instead of just
occupying chunks of it, may prove too
much of a temptation for Kabila to resist.
Thus, Kabila may have calculated that
taking part in the South African talks
would simply be an opportunity to gauge
his enemy’s resolve. In that event,

not prevent a series of strikes
by workers which have inflicted heavy
damage on the country’s economy and
threats of a blockade by South Africa.

The one outcome that the SADC leaders
must
a

be

hoping for in the Great Lakes is
fire

cease

44

government. King Letsie III dismissed

cabinet, with the help of the army and
the

Mobutu’s

government and Kabila’s forces.
However, this might be hard to achieve

between the monarch and the elected
Prime Minister Ntsu Mokhehle and his

between

Moreover, the fact that

police in August 1994, in a move that
sparked diplomatic protest in the West
and in neighbouring countries. Although

Zaire,

Mokhehle

the SADC catchment

was

reinstated

a

month later

Rwanda and

Burundi

are

not within

after intervention

by Southern African
leaders led by Mandela, mutual mistrust
between the elected government and the
Monarch have

not

abated.

Swaziland’s

problems stem from a
recent strike resolution taken by the
country’s unions in an attempt to force
democratic change. Swaziland is the only
absolute monarchy left in Sub-Saharan
Africa. Among the 27 demands presented
to the Swazi government by the unions,
was a
request that King Mswati’s powers
be changed from an absolute to a
constitutional monarch. The King’s
response was to order the arrest of the
union leaders and the immediate change
of a law preventing them from being
bailed. However, the arrests of union
10

area,

gives the initiative

in the short

will be

fresh dimension to the

spirit of co-operation in
conflict resolution. It is,

however, fair to inquire
to

what

SADC

extent

can

influence

political direction within
these
areas.

problematic

For

one

that his men’s

Mandela and his SADC counterparts may

find themselves involved in

lengthy

negotiations full of verbal agreements
which are difficult to implement because
one or both sides are
secretly resolved in
solving the conflict through the barrel of
a

a

term.

aware

gun.
It is also fair

that in

pursuit of
diplomacy, SADC neither has
the body of expertise nor the resources
required to carry this mission to a
satisfactor)' conclusion. Yet on the other
this

to state

new

hand,

SADC’s

efforts

should

be

appreciated by critics who have decried
the lack of level headed politics within
the African scenario. If nothing else, the
initiative to bring the warring sides under
the same roof for a good ‘brotherly talk’,
should be seen as a mature gesture and a
recognition by African leaders that
African problems are best dealt with
within the continent itself ■
Sapem March. 1997
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Log jam in racial politics
unimaginable only a year ago may become reality in 1999 — an election
South Africa without the participation of a single white-led political party, says

What
in

was

Tendai Dumbutshena.
HIS SCENARIO, is fast

T

emerging

from the realm of the unthinkable

into real possibility as parties seek
realignments that will change the South

African

political landscape beyond
recognition. The pursuit of power and
survival are the driving forces behind moves
that may break the racial log jam of the
counti^’s politics.
A

political movement may emerge
Party (NP),
Democratic Party (DP), and Inkatha
Freedom Party (IFP), to pose a serious
new

from the ashes of the National

electoral threat to the ANC in 1999.

Expelled ANC leader, Bantu Holomisa, may
join the fray after he assumes leadership of
a
party expected to be formed in June.
Although initial moves to get talks going
have floundered, the desire to

emasculate

or

defeat the ANC

binds the

destiny of these
parties. There is a realisation
that if things remain the same.
South Africa will become
facto ANC one-party

Internal squabbles,

a

black leader is the most radical solution

offered.
Roelf Meyer,

who was recently relieved of
of secretary-general of the party,
charged with the task of exploring
the feasibility of this option. He argued
strongly in favour of it at the XP federal
council meeting, but met with stiff
opposition,
A black colleague, David Malatsi is assisting
him in charting a new course for the party.lt
would be one of history's greatest ironies, if
Meyer and Malatsi were to write the NP’s
epitaph. This option is fraught with danger.
Any infusion of Black leadership at this stage
will most certainly alienate the core of its
traditional white constitutency without any
significant number of Black recruits.
the post
has been

leader of a
Historically,
.4frikaners looked for strong leaders in times
of crisis; Meyer is seen as weak.
Meyer has been touted

reconstituted

His leader, F W de Klerk, is also under

It

de Klerk

by Afrikaans newspapers such as
Burger and Rapport — all
pillars of the old establishment — brought
into focus the urgency for the NP to define
Die Beeld, Die

its future.

Respected liberal columnist, Allister
Sparks, argued that these attacks were part
of a plot to pave the way for hardliners to
pursue another option.
The option was to depose de Klerk and
replace him with the Premier of the Western
Cape, Hernus Kriel, with the aim
of establishing the province as the
“last redoubt at the southern tip
of Africa”.
A hawkish NP would

does

state.

Cape with the support of whites

personal

and coloureds.

Afrikaner conservative

itself

strongly denied that such an
option was being pursued. He said:
“I have had

“If anything he was as interested
as

if it

which is home

It is indeed

option

some

to

to

all

be the

the cards.

amalgamation founded on
as free enterprise,
entrenchment of minority rights,
protection of private property,
devolution of power, and other
tenets of classical liberalism.

Afrikaner

Sapem March, 1997

on

seems to

issues such

a

question which has sent the
intelligentsia into a
frenzy of debate and
recrimination. A leap to the
left with a new party under a

alliance with the

or

core

be done is

an

De Klerk’s vision is of an alliance

centrist values.
How this is

De Klerk about alliances with

IFP and DP which

white

those who share

conversation with

the NP’s future.

predominantly Afri'Aa/terparty
to one

one

Hernus Kriel about his vision of

parties such as the IFP and DP.”

bleak future

from

political

historian, Hermann Gilliomee,

radically transform

not

effectively

establish a volkstaafm the Western

de

than death.

sees a

meekly to the

ANC at the negotiating table. The attack, on

antagonisms present obstacles
to the birth ofa new party. But
the alternative of racially based
parties holds a future of
perpetual opposition politics
and ultimately oblivion.
To the NP, after 46 years of
uninterrupted rule, this is a
worse

as

party.

attack for havingsurrendered

ambitions, and historical

fate

new

There is little doubt that such

Mandela: Knowing the weaknesses of politicians, he may exploit
'I’’®''" vanity and hunger for power.

movement

led

by

a

a

Black would
majority of

find favour with the

II
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whites and

significant number of Blacks. It
quite clear that on their own, the XP, IFP,

is

a

and DP face a bleak future. Such

a

realisation

is likely to convince

lies in

the parties that the future
or amalgamation.

alliance

an

The IFP is crucial

the creation of a

to

new

because its leader

Mangosuthu
Buthelezi is the only Black of stature whites
can
comfortably support. He also brings a
large constituency, albeit a 'tribal' one, with
limited growth potential,
movement

A broad-based

movement

would present

Buthelezi with his

only realistic chance to
either govern the country or wield
considerable power outside his KwaZulu.\atal base. There

make this

are

also factors that may

option increasingly attractive

to

Buthelezi.

Despite vehement denials, his partv is
weakening. The resignations of KwaZulu-

Buthelezi:

facing hard choices to keep the

De Klerk: the vision of

an

alliance based

IFP alive

on

Front.When both Mandela and his

dangled before the DP, PAG, and Freedom
deputy

leadership as the route to go.
As for Joining an anti-AXC alliance with

Thabo .Mbeki

the N'P, IFP and DP, this is anathema

classic liberalism

Natal Premier, Frank Mdlalose, party

secretary-general Zibajiyane, and Gauteng
legislator clearly pointed to a deep
disillusionment with Buthelezi’s

leadership.
Local government elections held last year

in KwaZulu-Xatal

saw

the ANL capture all

major urban centres.
are

alliance

likely to nudge the party into an
get a better return for their

to

investment.
If the

calculated

of

There is

and consenative.Zulus.

—

vested interest in

a movement

that

will effectively challenge

the ANC, COSATL,
SACP alliance. Although DP leader, the
supercilious Tony Leon shows disdain for
the N'P, his party may have no option but to
Join an IFP/NP driven alliance.
or at

least its leader Nelson

been

passive onlooker.
The danger has been recognised. With
characteristic cunning. Mandela has moved
to sow confusion in
opposition ranks.
Cabinet posts, unspecified, have been
12

not

a

an

inward

44

stance.

the DP

uncertainty in

on

whether

of

It has put up

of conditions for

Joining
which

be part

to

government.
set

The DP is the

party of big

business.

Its financial

backers

the

Mandela’s

accept

a

to

are

government
likely to be

rejected by the ANC.

—

of indUStrv
vested

—

captains
have

interest

movement

that

in

from the
preferring to

remain

a

credible

alliance.

will

Although DP

leader, the supercilious

opposition.
After dithering

Tony Leon shows disdain
on the
invitation the PAG has for the
NP, his party may
decided that being in
have no option but to join
government might be
fatal.The need

to

build

a

strong Black party to the
left of the .\NC has been
seen

by the

new

PAG

an

demon-

seriously
taking this

the ANC is

ANC, COSATU, SACP

opt to stay away

further

A

stration of how

danger are moves to
strengthen its alliance

effectively challenge the

ANC.

ANC coalition.

a

However, other members
ma)

politicians. He will
exploit their vanity and
hunger for office to preempt the formation of a
potentially powerful anti-

a

of the DP

leadership

the

his party.
But Mandela knows the weaknesses of

to

looking confrontational

invitation

There is much to be gained by the DP for
example. Its white middle-class base is
shrinking due to growing apathy. It clearly
needs a new home to put its much vaunted
liberal agenda on the centre stage of politics.
The DP is the party of big business Its
financial backers
the captains of industry

The AX'C

was

conservative elements

carrot

.Mandela, has

obsers'ers this

some

to

pan-Africanist party.
Holomisa is likely to be reluctant to Join
any alliance before testing the strength of

cooperate more with the ANC, and

Other small Black parties would have to
be brought into the alliance or new party, so
that it is not seen as a pact between whites

a

of the country,
in as acting

the IFP between those who wish

who favour

have

out

sworn

exarcebate divisions within

to

leadership is dangled
before Buthelezi, it may be too tempting
not to
grab.

—

were

was

President.To

The IFP'sfinancial backers, whoare mainly

white,

Buthelezi

IFP/NP driven alliance.

with the SACP, COSATU

and civic organisations.
Acting
secretarygeneral Cheryl Carolus
recently announced that
summits will be held

two

discuss

to

ways

strengthening
alliance.

The

realises that in

of
the

ANC

1999, it

need the combined
strength of its alliance to
may

ward off a challenge from
a

new

broad-based

party .■
Sapem March, 1997
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Arms sales to

America

Syria: What has
got to do with it?

A decision

by the South African government to allow for the sale
of'arms to Syria has met with a stern opposition from Washington,
and the issue threatens to cool off relations between the two

countries,

as

writes TendaiDumbutshena.

tank missiles, and mine clearers to Uganda ttfter

President Yoweri Museveni visited South Africa
a

year ago.
PresidentMandelais anxious not to prejudice

South Africa’s role as mediator in an attempt to
resolve the crisis in the Great Lakes

W

HEN THE liberation

movements

called for the isolation of South

Africa in the aftermath of the

Sharpeville massacre in 1960, the international
commtinity responded by imposing an arms
embargo on the apartheid regime.
At the time South Africa had virtually no
arms industry, and had to rely on the generosity

Through the National Conventional Arms
Control Committee chaired by cabinet minister
Kader Asmal, South Africa has principles and
guidelines on the sale of anus.
They, inter alia, prohibit arms exports to
countries that support or encour^e terrorism,
and that use them to suppress human rights
and fundamental freedoms.

of Western countries.
For over two decades following theembargo,

industry was developed to a point
today. South Africa is one ofthe top ten
e.xporters of military hardware in the world.
As the country grapples to define its role in
international affairs, its position as a major
arms
supplier has been a source of friction

an arms

where

region.

It isexpected that arms sales to Uganda will lx;

suspended unless there are guarantees that
these will not be supplied to the SPLA.
South Africa does

not want to

exacerbate

conflicts in the continent's troubled spots

by
being an exporter of arms and mercenaries.
The Middle East, the world’s leading buyer of
arms, presents South Africa witli a problem.
South Africa has in the apar theid era had strong
military ties with Israel.
The ANC-led government is committed to
supplying arms to Arab countries to restore
some

balance.

Proposed arms sales to Syria and Ubya have
a
strong response from Washington.
While South Africa's policy on amis sales can
not be faulted, it is
Washington’s imposition of
elicited

with the United States.
The strong

reaction by the Clinton
proposed sale of fire
control tank systems to Syria sent a clear
message to Nelson Mandela's government

her

that the broad parameters ofPretoria's foreign

whether a partiailar sale will exacerbate aconflict

policy will be determined in Washington.
Mthough there was a subsequent admission
by Washington that a blunt threat to cut off

or

administration

aid if the sale

to a

was

concluded was

over

have asked for and

we

will

not care

about tiny

kind of threat’’.
His defence minister, joe Modise, was more

heard anybody ask
whether the countries selling equipment to
Israel concerned themselves with die feelings
of her neighbours.
“No thought is given to the Palestinians and
their suffering. MTy does it become such a big
problem when die other side, Syria, is now also
being equipped?’’
On paper, there should be no reason for
forthright; “I have

never

conllict between South Africa and the United

States

on

the sale of arms.

Sapem March, 1997
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otlier countries that is

The United States decides which countiies

support or encourage tenorism. It also decides
alter the balance of power in a given region.
With Israel being a staunch ally ofthe United

States in the Middle East, any

Arab countries

Uncle Sam had made his

point.
angrily to the
threat: “If the Syriansare happywidi the quality
of our technology, we will sell them arms they

interests

problematic.

the top.

President Mandela reacted

own

Museveni: Did he

supply South African arms to

the SPLA?

Significandy, a sale can be prohibited if it is
to have a “negadve impact on South
Africa’s diplomadc and trade relations with
deemed

other countries”.

Theotherimportantconsideradoniswhether
the sale of arms to a pardcular region introduces
military capabilities which increase instability
and negatively impact on the balance of power.
It is this consideration which made South
Africa stop arms sales to Rwanda.
Soudi Africa is currendy reviewing arms sales

Ugandabecause ofinformation thatKampala
is supplying the Sudanese People’s Liberation
Army (SPL\).
SouthAfrica supplied armoured vehicles, antito

sale of arms to
by South Afriat will incur tlie

wrath of America.

Despite strong affirmations of its
independence, there are signs diatSouth Africa
has relented

to American pressure.
Unconfirmed reports say that the Syrian deal

has been shelved.
President Mandela is also

succumbed

reported to have

American pressure not to invite
Fidel Casti'o and Muammar Gaddafi for state

visits

to

to

South Africa.

Pretoria values relationswith the United States
which is

regarded

invesmtent. But

as

as a major source of
South Africa defines her

foreign policy, she has already learnt diat the
mles are made in Washington.
The United States will choose South Africa’s
friends and determine which markets she

may

sell her arms to.B
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Malnutrition: A spectre
shake?

Africa cannot

Shingai Nyoka

“Do people in Africa have time to smoke marijuana? I thoughtthey

spent their time scrounging around for food,” a Westerner
remarked.

T
while

HIS PERCEPTION of Africa is
characteristic among
media spectators of

ill-informed and

population

remitters of funds

particular portion of
traditionally key

were
to

the rural

areas

and that

their present situation
have repercussions on

has thus tended to
the food security of

magnitude of the hunger problem in Africa.
A cursory glance through current

their extended families

as

malnutrition stadstics reveals that 40 per
cent of sub-Saharan Africans suffer from

(IMF), the World Bank and international

at

face value it

less cognitive
the West and

He added that this

the

seems

offensive, it does in fact capture the

chronic malnutrition and that in

instances, 50 per cent
between

stunted

one

and

some

of the children aged

two

suffer from

severe

growth caused by nutrient

deficiencies.
A further look at the

state

of food

security

in Southern Africa shows that although war
and political instability have accounted for a

good portion of the figures, peace alone is
not a

solution either.

Monetary Fund

donors have

praised a number of African
for implementing SAPs,
promising that long term benefits such as a
greater food security will accrue, the reality
on the
ground is a different one.
Governments’ attempts to curb public
expenditure often translate into a higher
cost of living, relatively lower incomes and in
governments

extreme cases

retrenchments, which in turn

curtail the ability of household

heads to meet

the most basic food needs of their dependents.

It has become

apparent that the issue of
security (defined by the FAO as the
availability offood and access to that food by
the populus) is inextricably linked to
economic policies. Furthermore, in most
countries in Africa these policies are
influenced much by the on-going structural
adjustment programmes (SAPs),
Although SAPs may have been intended
to improve the economic conditions of the
countries affected, by creating more
employment opportunities, in most
countries, th ey have failed not only to reduce
food insecurity but have also exacerbated
the problem.
According to Roger Buckland, technical
food

advisor with the FAO in Harare,

well.

While the International

a new

At

a

high level policy seminar held in

December in Harare, nutrition

experts from

Southern Africa

expressed concern that
although economic reforms may have been
necessary, there was an overemphasis on
long term goals, while overlooking the need
for short term provisions to alleviate the
impact of economic reforms on vulnerable
groups in the urban areas.
Many countries undergoing SAPs have set
up some safety net measures to reduce the
impact of the programme on the vulnerable
groups, but as Buckland observes, such
programmes can be ineffective, as they are
subject to abuse. Complains have often been
made thatfunds are allocated

to

certain well-

connected
and

people, and not to those with real
genuine needs.

The IMF and the World Bank, the main

architects of SAPs in Africa, have also been
blamed for Africa’s economic ills because of
the conditionalities

they impose on the
already weak economies, forcing countries
to tighten their
purse strings and thus choking
funds

to

nutridon programmes.

But Patrick Ncube, a South African banker,

says

that the two institutions have

a

duty to

class

of nouveau pau vre has emerged among some
of the lower income urban workers whose

vulnerability to food insecurity lies in the
fact that they can no longer afford nutritious
food nor can they produce their own food.
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Come war, come peace,

hunger continues to haunt the continent
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MAIN FEATURES
protect the interests of the their shareholders
and

to ensure that borrowers

used the money

productively.
He maintains that

they have a right to
impose conditionalities relating to reductions
in the size of government deficits, insist on
trade liberalisation and the elimination of

subsidies and

price controls. For Ncube, it
is incumbent upon aid recipient countries
to improve on their economic and financial
management to qualify for assistance, or
alternatively look elsewhere for assistance.
Although local experts insist that food
security begins at home and that it can only
be achieved by making land more accessible
to the people, international advisory
organisations such as FAO maintain that
the solution lies not in ensuring that

!,

everyone has access to land, but by creating
conditions conducive to employment

into other opportunities

creation. Once

the food

cash, this group

income does

people are in possession of
believes, they can be in a
position to meet their food requirements.
This is a departure from FAO’s previous
food policies in the late 1980s. Then, the
organisation preached the need to ensure
availability of food at a macro and national
levels; It now insists that availability of food
and full granaries are not the problem, but
that access to that food and inadequate
distribution
are.

at

micro and household level

For the FAO,

rather than

it is the ability to purchase

produce food that counts.

Buckland argues that people living in the
communal areas need to be taken off the
land

(depending

on

agriculture) and put

because it has been

established that farmers buy fifty per cent of

they

and that farming
always provide the extra

consume

not

cash that is needed for their health,
education and other financial requirements.

Ray Kujeke,

a

Zimbabwean agricultural

expert argues, on the other hand, that
because

agriculture contributes to
approximately 30 percent of sub-Saharan
Africa’s GDP, if co-ordinated properly,
the sector has potential to enhance food
security, reduce unemployment levels,
guarantee income to the poor, and
contribute to export earnings. But to
achieve this, he maintains, peasantfarmers
need not only more land, but quality
land.l
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Applications are invited from qualified candidates for admission to undergraduate and post-graduate degree
Faculty of Management and Administration for the 1997/98 academic year starting in August 1997.

programmes

of the

Undergraduate Programme
4-year Bachelor’s degree with the following specialisation:
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Fee Payment
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private institution. All applicants

are expected to pay

their fees in full.

1 St semester:

August — December 1997; 2nd semester: January — May 1998
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Tighten your belts
The government ofZambia has announced a projected

budget of
US$1,097 billion, but as Chiyumbe N’gonga writes, efforts to make
Zambia self-reliant may end up hurting the very same people it
intends to help.

Finance minister Ronald Penza says

million

A

reconstruction and the Public

Sector Reform
aims

at

Programme (PSRP), which
paying terminal benefits to

retrenched civil

The

budget
emphasises the economic reforms Zambia
has embarked on since 1991, giving priority
to the need for internally generated
resources, and a gradual reduction in
external dependency.
Although Value Added Tax (VAT) was
cut from 20 to 17.5 percent, the message
was

servants.

new

made loud and clear: belts

must

if inflation is taken into account, the

defence

budget is lower than last year's.

The government appears to be reading
the situation in neighbouring Zaire very

carefully, audit would be unlikely to relax
its policy on defence. In addition, the
recent wave of instability that preceded
the November 1996 elections
have sent

seems

as

signal to Lusaka on the need to
strengthen security.

incentive

to

reduce the

servants

byoffering retrenched
attractive redundancy

packages.
Penza has admitted that the programme
has been

cardinal

to

retrogressive despite

being

the overall economic reform

and that the civil service in its
is very costly to maintain and
imposes a heavy burden on the taxpayer.
process,

present state

to

a

an

bloated civil service
civil

MAJOR PORTION of the budget
goes to personal emoluments, road

the

government intends to reverse this
situation, and it has set aside USS15.4

Internal

financing

In line with President Chiluba's
when he

speech
opened

Parliament,
Penza

emphasised the

be

for

need

tightened further, and without delay.
In a typical fashion of the tax man giving

increased local

hand what he takes with the other,
VAT has also been extended to insurance

reduce

bv

services and

to

revenue

one

the

dependency

all

on

donors.

powdered milk,
regardless of packaging. VAT previously
affected only tinned powdered milk.
Of the entire budget, about USS742.1
million constitutes recurrent expenditure,

overall balance

while USS355.8 million will account for

of payments

to

Preliminary
estimates
indicate that the

has
improved from a

capital

programmes.
About two thirds of the total

budget will
internally. The highest
expenditure of USS23.1 million has been
assigned to the newly-created 10-year Road
Sector
Investment
Programme
(ROADSIP). which in the first five years is
expected to cost USS411 million, in a
nation-wide programme designed to

deficit

be financed

rehabilitate and maintain the run-down
road network in Zambia.

Social ser\'ices.

including education and
health, take up 34 percent of the total
budget, the same proportion as in 1996.
The increased demand for provision of
services to military institutions has once
again pushed up the defence budget,
although in proportion to the total budget,
defence remained at the same 2.87 percent
level of 1996. However, in real terms and
16

of

USS261.4 million
in

1995

to

US$118 million
in 1996. This has

resulted

People on the fringes of the informal sector will be worse off than
they were
However, increased allocation to
defence

and

security normally
generates a furore among the business
fraternity and the general public. In a
1995 report, the World Bank cited
Zambia

as one

of those countries which

from

private direct
foreign

investment and short term inflows, which
increased

by almost USS41 million and
respectively.
The current account registered a deficit
of USS491.4 million in 1996, compared to
USS247 million,

US$313.9 million in 1995. This

was

due

spends a substantial amount ot money on

mainly to increased outflows in the services

defence.

account,

At 13 percent, government salaries
have
continued
to
absorb
a

million in external debt repayments,

disproportionate share of the budget.

payments.

with

a net

outflow of USS208.3

and

US$235.3 million in the non-factor services
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To Culfill his vision for the future, Penza

to

K1 300 in

without which he said

of the

policies
put forward by government would work.
none

He said it was difficult
tax

to

offer substantial

relief because the

budget was made
background of the need to

against

a
maximise use of domestic
"In

resources.

1997, the policy of self-reliance will

remain in effect. We will continue to mobilise
additional internal

resources

serious doubts

cast some

on

Increased

private direct foreign
investment, coupled with an improvement
in revenue collection by the Zambia
Revenue Authority (ZR.\) have led to the 1
percent surplus in the 1996 budget,
alongside an overall 6.4 percent economic
growth.

u

these funds

being made available.

The

budget... is

about survival,
and

whether

business

will

survive

is

debatable.

Tight fiscal and
contributed

to

monetary

to

35

to

free

resources to

the

private sector.
This will entail

tightening fiscal and
monetary
stance
to
maintain
macroeconomic stability and lower
inflation through a stronger banking sector,
export and investment promotion. It will
also require the forging of a strong
partnership between government and the
business community, including the private
sector.

But Penza is

hopeful
remaining
commitments from our cooperating
partners in the spirit of true partnership
and mutual respect,” he said.
In real terms, this year's budget is 10.b
percent less than the 1996 one, although
that

we

can

optimistic: "We
obtain

are

the

in nominal

(or Kwacha) terms it represents
increase of 22.9 percent. The value of
the Zambian Kwacha against the US dollar

an

has

depreciated from 950 injanuary 1996

Sapem March. 1997

Reactions
Most

comments over

the 1997

budget

unanimous in that it is far'from

seem

alleviating the extreme poverty in which
most Zambians live.
During the budget
debate in parliament, a member of the
ruling Movement for Multiparty Democracy
Party (MMD), Ntondo Chindoloma,
castigated the minister of finapee, calling
him “an arrogant” book-keeper trapped in
personal self-aggrandisement and
completely incapable of looking beyond
the horizons of his pockets. "The budget is
hollow, meaningless, empty, an alien
document without any protection at all for
citizens. The people of Zambia have again
left

in

the

cold,”

said

the

Revenue Measures
In order to maximise

revenue

collection,

the government

has reintroduced the
Import Declaration Fee (IDF). The IDF,
charged at 5 percent, was originally
introduced as a temporary measure from
October to December 1995, to bridge the
budgetary' shortfall which had been caused
by a bungled attempt to rescue the failed
Meridien BIAO Bank and through
overspending on defence This has caused
consternation

within

the

Chairman of the Zambian Association of

policies

reduce inflation

reduced in order

“arrogant
bookkeeper trapped in personal selfaggrandisement”?

or more.

parliamentarian.

from 46 percent in January 1996.
Projection
Penza said government economic
policies will concentrate on trying to
achieve a 5.5 percent growth in real GDP.
The inflation target has been put at 15
percent, while domestic borrowing is to be

an

US3500

been

55

percent

Finance Minister Penza:

applied as percentage to trie cost,
freight of all imports worth

insurance and

Out-turn

through the

budget, enhance private savings and increase
export earnings," he said.
However, the donor element in the budget
has continued to raise questions about
government's commitment to self-reliance.
Some 32 percent (L'SS376.077 million) of
this year’s budget, most of it in project
support, is expected to be financed from
outside sources, although strained relations
with the donor community because of the
Constitutional amendment oflastyear, may

IDF is

January 1997.

called for a change in Zambia's work cul ture,

business

community which sees the measure as a
wav of subsidising government
inefficiency
and ill-devised policies.

Chambers of Commerce and

Industry

(ZACCl), Gerry Chabwera, said the 1997
budget was not about the growth “we all
hope to achieve, but about survival, and
whether business will survive is debatable”.

With
to

no

tax

the drive

revenue

to

relief to

speak of, mainly due
generation of

maximise the

from domestic sources, economic

analysts say the business community should
brace itself for a rough ride.
A

Lusaka

based

economist, Suya
Chidumayo, said the 1997 budget was based
more
on
political, than economic
considerations, and that similar to the past,
it

was unlikely that it would
bring about
meaningful economic development.
Speaking at a budget workshop sponsored
by the Economic Association of Zambia
(EAZ), Chidumayo observed that Zambian
budgets have always been biased towards
recurrent expenditure as
opposed to capital
formation. "Debt sert'ice payments have
increased (in the past five years) compared to
preceding periods, as a result of large exicrnal

debt but also due

to

inadequate government

policies,” she said.
Of particular concern to many economic
analysts is the fact that the need to depend on

domesdcresourceswouldcontinuetoputundue
pressure on the taxpayer, alreadyoverburdened

by the
taxes.

numerous

existing direct and indirect

But like most other countries in Africa

Zambia may

donor

need to break away from the
dependence syndrome.®
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LOOK OUT FOR THE FOLLOWING FORTHCOMING
PUBLICATIONS
The Southern African

Printing and Publishing House (SAPPHO), publishers of the Southern

African Political and Economic

Monthly (SAPEM) and the Southern African Economist

(SAE) is proud to announce the following forthcoming publications, due to hit the streets
of Southern Africa in the

The Southern African

-

The Zimbabwe

-

The

-

-

of this year:

course

Weekly (SAW)

Evening Newspaper

Indigenous Business Forum

Africa Austral (the Portuguese language monthly magazine)

For further details,

please direct

your

enquiries to:

Subscriptions Department
SAPPHO
P. O. BoxMP 1005
Mount Pleasant
Harare
Zimbabwe
Tel: 704-951/2

Fax: 704-953

Call at Mass Media House
19 Selous Avenue
1st Floor
Harare
Zimbabwe
or

SAPPHO PUBLICATIONS:
Providing you with the most accurate and balanced analysis on regional and
international issues in the political, economic, financial and business world.
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The National Investment Trust
new
FFORTS TOWARDS

E

hope for black business?
establishing

National InvesimentTrust

a

(NIT) and

its

complementary bank have
gathered momentum in Zimbabwe.
Ck)vernment has allocated to the Trust capital
to

the

sources

tune

of US$20 million and more

of finance

are

being identified. The

The Zimbabwean government plans to set up an investment trust
and bank to help the emerging Black enterpreneurs play a

meaningful role in the country’s economy, butas NhamoMhiripiri
says, many are wondering if this new initiative can finally deliver
the long-awaited Black economic empowerment.

Trust is expected to give Black entrepreneurs

cheaper loans for their business
projects in a deliberate move to empower
indigenous (Black) Zimbabweans by
increasing their meaningful participation in
the national economy. ANational Investment
Trust is thus seen by many as a vital
cornerstone to indigenising the economy.
Seventeen years after independence,
foreign conglomerates like Anglo-American
Corporation and Lonrho still dominate
Zimbabwe economy. Foreign ownership is
over 80
percent in the private sector, and the
domestic section of the private sector is
dominated by local whites. The economy is
heavily dependent on agriculture, mining
and agro-based manufacturing industries,
and has a weak technological base. The State
Enterprises and Indigenisation Department
estimates that agriculture and mining
contribute about 59.2 percent to total
exports. Foreign investment in mining,
finance and manufacturing is over 70
percent of total investment, and the
remainder is mostly in the hands of whites.
Again, over 80 percent of investments in the
construction industry belong to foreign
companies and the remainder is mostly
owned by domestic companies which belong
access to

to

whites.

major sectors of the

According to a Black economic pressure
the Indigenous Business
Development Corporation (IBDC), this
uneven distribution of wealth is a legacy of
colonial rule, “when all the previous
government’s laws were . . instruments
used to keep Blacks out of the economy and
therefore provide for the fulfilment of the
intentions of the white legislature and/or
government of the time." The present
government is also being urged by tbe
majority Black electorate which put it into
.

economy are

largely dominated by the white population

“re-regulate" old laws in order to
to empower its own people.
high level of foreign and white

power to
use

the old tools

The

Negotiations for a USS70 million loan for
enterprises have also been

small scale
concluded

with

the

World

investments in all sectors of the economy
has caused concern among Black

Disbursement of this money

Zimbabweans and the government, and ways

its disbursement

are
being sought to redress the situation.
Attempts have been made before to assist
Blacks in their business ventures. Through
the Credit Guarantee Company (CGC)
facility, governmentprovided US$16 million

to be

in 1994, and

group,

Sapem March, 1997

The

a

further USS50 million in

1995.

through the Reserve Bank of
were supposed to
benefit the growth of small to medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) owned by the Black
entrepreneurs. IBDC has, however,
complained that current finance schemes
set aside by government are inadequate.
The organisation claims such schemes “have
provided only up to US$40 000 for each
project which is inadequate for entry into
any serious venture, which requires an
average of US$250 000."
Zimbabwe. The funds

Bank.

has been
delayed by discussions on the modalities for
as

well

as

the interest rate

paid by the eventual borrowers. Finance

minister, Herbert Murerwa, has promised
that this facility could be made available to
entrepreneurs early this year depending on
the progress made during the current
discussions.
Murerwa

acknowledges the problem of

lack of sufficient

resources

for Black

and says government is
therefore working on amending laws and
regulations “which continue to hamper the
entry of the indigenous people in business.”
Government will again block some shares
currently owned by the state in public
enterprises for direct purchase by indigenous
people or by the National Investment Trust.
NIT is expected to solve some of the
problems that currently hamper the process

entrepreneurs,
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Black

people's lives? Has the chance finally

medium and

agreements, patents, trade marks, protection
of intellectual property and joint-venture

arrived for the Black

Privatisation and commercialisation of state

agreements.

country to create employment

enterprises will also take place through NIT
and other indigenous institutions. Hence

Joseph .Manyame (29) owner
scale construction company is

successful well-funded businesses and reduce

of

indigenisation. It is expected to provide
long-term financing facilities.

(CMED). the commercialisation of Air
Zimbabwe, the National Railways of

of a small
guardedly
optimistic about the Trust and the Bank. “It’s
good news as long as the bank won't ask for
unrealistic bonds before giving the loans.
Remember most blacks own nothing besides
their potentially lucrative business plan," he

Zimbabwe.The Zimbabwe ElectricitvSupply

said.

NIT will be

crucial

player in ventures like
the planned restructuring of the Central
.Mechanical Equipment Department
a

■Authority (ZESA)

as well as

the privatisation
Affretair, and
of Zimbabwe

The first quarter

of 1997 is here.
high. Everybody wants to

of the national cargo carrier.
the National Oil Company

Expectations

(Noczim).

and bear fruit. Will the

President Robert

Mugabe recently said,
now ready for
by government. It is

see

are

whethej NTT and the bank will take root
new

institution play a meaningful role in

financial

population of the
through

poverty levels? A recent survey on poverty has
shown that 61 percent

of Zimbabweans

are

poor, and over 90 percent of these are Blacks.
Is NTT going to be a realistic instrument in
the

“equity market". Whatever face NTT is
going to assume, it remains a serious practical
attempt worth considering in the process of
Black economic empowerment—a possible
step and vision towards the creation of an
enabling environment, and a new hope for
Black business.®

uplifting

“A draff Trust Deed for NTT is

consideration

anticipated that the Trust will be operational
before the end of the first quarter of
1997.
government (has) allocated USS20
million to NTT as seed capital . . . and has
.igreed to a number of tax incentives for the
.

Africa

.

Trust itself and those who will utilise it

—

Microsoft’s

latest frontier

as an

investment vehicle. ”
A National Investment Bank will also be

up to complement the Trust. The bank is
expected to be a practical instrument of
capital accumulation for funding the
development of an indigenous private sector.
More capital for the bank is expected to
come from individuals,
pension funds,
insurance companies, the post office, private
corporations, savings clubs, building
societies, foreign institutions, the Trust itself
set

and dividends for NTT shareholders. For

example, the current Insurance Act and
Provident Funds Act require the insurance
industrv to invest 55 percent of its assets in
governmentstock, loansand bonds, meaning
that part of the industry's investible funds
finance stale operations. Murenva envisages
that government uill reduce
domestic borrowing, thus

its level of
reducing

prescribed investment from 55 percent to
40 percent. The difference of 15 percent

Shingai Nyoka
OOR telecommunication systems
and

prohibitive import and excise
dutv regulations in most of Africa
have not deterred multi-nationals who

are

eager to

Windows also dominate the market, while

that is

the

stake out territory on a continent
increasingly being seen as the last
frontier for information technology.
Heading the pack is Microsoft, arguably
the biggest software-selling company in the
world, which recently opened two offices in
Nairobi and Abidjan. This brings to 15 the
number of offices opened since Microsoft
came to Africa

about four and a half years ago.

"The business

opportunities there [in
.Africa] are untapped and require ‘handson’ management to understand the market

could then be channelled to NTT to finance

dynamics of each country," said Rob Katz,
Microsoft's managing regional director for

small and medium scale

Africa.

enterprises.
Enterprises and Indigenisation
Department hopes the Investment Bank will
have depositors with savings accounts. It will
provide its clients with medium and longterm loans and venture capital funds. It will
also give advisorv senices in marketing,
financial management, strategic corporate
planning, acquisition and development of
technology, recruitment, licensing
The State

20

opposition in such spheres of software
packages as Desktop applications, where its
Office packages have an 80 percent share in
the market. Operating systems including
competition on the Internet front
neck and neck with Netscape.

Speaking
the

popularity of Microsoft software as a
hype, saying that

combination of marketing
it is based

more

on

trend than

on

performance superiority.
"Most users of Apple Macintosh software
would say that their packages are comparable
to Microsoft's. Microsoft has developed the

edge because they have made their software
compatible with most hardware." he said.
The upside is that the Microsoft packages
such

1995.

have

virtually annihilated its

condition of anonymity, a

computer expert based in Harare, described

“Operating in Africa presents its own
unique set of challenges which we are
learning to work within . . . there are the
issues of language, culture, and the fact that
Africa has one of the highest software piracy
rates in the world," he added referring to
the USS259 million lost to piracy in Africa in
Microsoft has

on

is still

Windows and Office are safer

as

to use

because you are

guaranteed that most of the
people in the international business arena
are using compatible packages.”
“The

down

dominance],
are

all

on

side
[of .Microsoft’s
the other hand, is that we

the mercy of Microsoft, and we’ll
follow them wherever they want to

at

to

lead us,” he added.®
Sapem March, 1997

SAPEM INTERVIEW

RWANDA: The

greatest challenge
and

re-arming. They were infiltrating into
territory of Rwanda to kill sun'ivors of the
genocide and preaching the hatred messages.
When it came to 1996, they started ethnic
cleansing. They were helped by Zaire. We
took a stand of non-aggression whilst we were
being shelled.

The first trials of

genocide perpetrators in
Rwanda have begun, and the prosecution is
asking tor none less than the death penalty.

the

But as the trials continue, in what authorities

believe will

help to heal the wounds of 1994,

Rwanda is faced with other, much more

complex issues, as Felix Fundi, first secretary
at the Rwandan embassy in South Africa,

How do you distinguish

tells SAPEM's Thomas Deve.

Deve: What is the greatest
at the moment?

challenge in

Rwanda

Fundi:

Politically, the reconstruction of

Rwanda is the greatest challenge. There are
a number of
people to be helped and we

Felix Fundi: 'The International
to honour their

believe are that the machinery is well in place
reconciliation is concerned,
certain conditions which must be

As far

now.

there

are

as

First,

people must accept what brought
identify the main culprits
who managed the clashes, and carried out
the genocide. Second, we have to satisfy
those who are waiting to see justice. Courts
have started legal proceedings against the
genocide elements and our government will
give no blanket amnesty.
As for rehabilitation, we have orphans,
widows, refugees from 1959 that have
met.

innocent civilians
being held in these camps when you
are supposed to be
focusing on military
targets?
That’s a very tricky situation, t he militia
always used civilians as a shield, which always
drew fire to the population. However, since
who are

about the conflict,

honour their

Community failed

obligations”

obligations. They

the
International Tribunal, but gave it no funds.
That is why we don't have many people
indicted. We have people in our prisons. The
first trial is not yet complete. Now, that leaves
the bulk of those

to

put up

be tried

to

1996,1 think there is more internal fire from
rebel groups than the
Rwanda if there is any at

all
mentioned the rebel groups
in Eastern Zaire. Why has there been talk
that they are being aided by Rwanda for
You have just

instance?

Well, ifwe had money, we would aid people

the

responsibility of Rwanda. So, Rwanda has the
biggest task of punishing people who
committed the genocide. So, Rwanda has
been using its scarce resources to try and
rehabilitate the justice department, to train
the magistrates, reconstructing buildings,
preparing files, etc.
Who supported you during the struggle?
Our case is quite unique. We had people

fire coming from

with

a cause.

Who

the

Banyamulenge?

to Rwanda. Rwanda is trying to
help all these
people. That’s an obligation. We have to do

who understood

that with little resources. Some of it is material:

hand,

Zaireans. Ethnically, they are a
Tutsi group which has been targeted by the
former Rwandan Army and its militia. They
fought against eviction. They had not existed
as rebels.
They were fighting for survival.
However, as they gained ground and
destroyed refugee camps and chased away
the Zairean Army, they were joined by other
people who had been oppressed for long,

the

but who had

returned and from 1994. There

are

those

who have gone to Burundi, Tanzania, and
Zaire. So far, the 1959 refugees have returned

building and all that. Some of it is
psychological like the trauma in their lives.
The government has put in place a whole
ministry for that: The Ministry of
Rehabilitation.
In terms of numbers,

what are we looking
compared to the internal population which
was
already there?
It is said that the displaced that have been
at

in Zaire, Burundi and Tanzania since 1994
are close to one million. The bulk of them
are

back home. The

close

to

returnees

of 1959

are

800 000.

Why is it that the reconstruction of the
judiciary has never been given much
prominence?
The international community failed to
Sapem March, 1997

our cause.

On the other

we had people who sympathised with
policies of the regime that was there
preparing genocide. Countries like Uganda
never
gave us passage but they never fought
us from
going back to Rwanda. That was
positive for liberation. On the other side, we
have neighbours like Zaire who came to help
the regime that was preparing genocide.
And how would you feel right now if people
were to
say that the problems in Zaire,

Burundi, and to some extent. Southern
Sudan, are instigated by Uganda?
Well, those
What

people

are

uninformed.

the basis for reports

that the
government of Rwanda is supporting rebels
was

in Zaire?

Since 1994, Rwanda has been
world that

refugees in Zaire

are

telling the
still armed

They

are

are

never

taken up arms.

Do you

have any diplomatic relations with
in Burundi?
Burundi is under embargo by all those

the government

countries that

are

in the Great Lakes after

the

military coup d'état by Buyoya. They are
neighbours and we are always concerned
about what goes on in their country. We
don't agree with the politics in Burundi
What is the importance ofSouthern Africa
our

to

Rwanda?
Southern Africa is

emerging as a strong
region in the African continent. South Africa,
for example, is emerging as a very important
country in Africa, especially after apartheid.
Countries like Zimbabwe have
us

in

terms

of post-liberation

a

lot

to

offer

experiences.H
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its
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undergone by its

principal co-author, Kadar Asmal, in the course of
South Africa’s negotiated transition. From one
who had for many years 'campaigned for a South
African equivalent of the Nurembergtrials.’ Asmal
'became a protagonist of a South African Truth
and Reconciliation Commission.’ The conversion
in reality

the dawning of political realism. The
'negotiated revolution’, we are told, ruled
out 'imposing of the political balance of forces in
order to punish individuals would result in what has
been called “justice with ashes’”. There would thus
be 'no Nuremberg trials’, 'no vindictive “lustration

was

fact of
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a

the njcent Czech model’

disqualifying
certain persons from the old order from holding
office in the new, 'no blacklisting of collaborators as
in post-war France and Belgium’. These approaches,
say the authors, were 'rejected in favour of ideals of
nation-building and reconciliation between the
oppressors and the previously oppressed’.
The secular and political point of view that frames
the opening chapter of Reconciliation Through Truth
contrasts sharply with the religious perspective that
marks key South African contributions to The Healing
ofa Nation ?. a collection of papers presented at a 1994
conference, part of the preparatory process to the
laws”

on

Tnjth and Reconciliation Commission. The

32

pioint is

brought out sharply in the contribution by Frank
Chikane, the S&retary-General of the South African
Conference of Churches from 1987-1994;
It seemed to

22

me

that the concept

of

reconciliation wo.? being equated with
negotiations, political settlement.^, and .so on.
This, I believe, robs the word “reconciliation ”

of its deeper meaning, one which includes the
concept of healing. Negotiations can result
from political pressures or from a mutual
decision by parties to avoid a war because the
costs are too great. This does not necessarily
mean the parties ha ve had a change ofheart—
they are simply relocating the battleground to
the negotiation table or to parliament... For
me, the deeper and nwre critical nutaning of
the word “reconciliation " goes beyond this
simplistic understanding. It involves people
beingaccountablefortheiracttonsandshowing
a commitment to right their wrongs. Ideally.
South Africa needs voluntary disclosure —
and I use this phrase in place of the theological
term

“confession

From the religious point of view,

the recognition of

truth is akin to confession, which must lead to

repentance, and then to conversion.

Only such

a

U'ajectory merits forgiveness.
To read these two books together, is to realise the
extent to which the politics of reconciliation in
South Africa is shaped by a religious perspective.
To read the Asmal

et

al book, which will be the

focus of this review, is to embark on a

journey in
political realism of the opening chapter
gives way to the moral fervour of a missionary
enterprise; at the same time, to use Chikane’s words,
the battleground has been relocated to the public
sphere. 'Reconciliation,' argue the authors, 'requires
an acknowledgement of wrongs committed and a
reevaluation by their peipetrators of the morality
which lay behind them.’ Then only can reconciliation
trigger real catharsis, a word which, in its original
which the
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Greek, contains the ideas of

from

What

conversion. But what if there is

no

reconciliation in

I shall argue that both the strength
and weakness of Reconciliation

contemporary
South Africa, and

Through Truth stem from this
combination of sUong moral fervour
and weak political analysis. The
strength of the book is the subject of
its sub-title; it is

a

fashioned

is

the

political basis of

conversion'.'

institutionalised and thereby
reproduced under apartheid.
For apartheid was much more
an attempt to
fragment and
contain the colonised majority
by ‘detribalising’ it—through
forced removals if necessary

it, and

on

make it durable?

dossier of

—

wake of a trail blaze

bringing out the legacy of apartheid in its fullness;
are the rifts in South African
society that need
healing'.'
The real weakness of the book is its inability to
measure up to its title. There is actually vei7 little about
leconciliation in the Asmal eta/book. Perhaps this is
what

bound

to

assume

that reconciliation is

revelation (of trtith)has
healing of past wounds. Either may Just as
well lead to rage on the part of victims, triggering
revenge, or feai' on the pm t of former |)eipetrators.
leadingtoadcmandforseparation.ltisakey weakness
of Reconciliation Through Truth that at no point does
it consider the possibility that reconciliation may not
be a foregone conclusion. Full ofenthusiasm, but short
on reflection. Reconciliation Through Truth marches
on, from chapter to chapter, never pausing to ask: what
is the political basis of reconciliation in contemporary
South Africa, and what is needed to build

on

it, and

make it durable'?
The lack of interest in

exploring the basis of a
durable reconciliation is underlined by the key
metaphor in the Asmal eta/book. The metaphor isthat
of the Holocaust. It is a metaphor that is politically
inappropriate and misleading for a vaiiety of reasons.
Key to the.se is that it abstracts from the real problem:
akin to

are not

Gentian and Jews, for Germans and Jews did not have

society in the aftermath of the

Holocaust. There was 1 srael. South African whites and
to

live together

in the

aftemiath of apartheid. Here, as in Rwanda, yesteiday’s

[xtrjictrators and victims — today’s survivore—have
to confront the

problem of how to live together. Faced

with identities inherited from the past, they must forge
new and common identities.
The HoIcKaust as a metaphor is also not ptuf icularly

was to
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raw

material

link racial exclusion to

Just like colonialism to the north,

apartheid too
produced a dual identity: racial solidarity amongst its
beneficiaries, and an ethnic particularism amongst its
victims. Each was reproduced by a set of institutions.
If the racial identity was anchored in aracial electorate,
racially-exclusive civil laws, and a race-bound civil
society, privileges defined as so many ‘rights’ protected
by a racialised power, ethnic identity was anchored in
an ethnically defined ‘customary law’, enforced by an
ethnically-defined Native Authority. The race/ethnic

to

break out of it?

history of resistance

can we

locate the roots of reconciliation? Is it not this

history
the (xilitical basis for reconciliation?
Reconciliation may be a moral imperative, but it will
not happen unless it is also nurtured as a
political
possibility. This is why if truth is to be the basis of
that

sums

up

reconciliation, it will have to

sum up not only the evil
apartheid, but the promise that was the
resistance to it. This is where we begin to glimpse the

that

was

dilemma involved in
Commission

claim that it is

a

to sum

the truth

possible for

a

as a

basis for

The dilemma is most obvious when it

comes to

up

reconciliation.

summing up the legacy of resistance, and it is evident
in the Asmal

et

al book. For the authors of

Through Truth, the history of resistance

the Resistance to it) and Resistance

(ch. 8; The

Need to Decriminalise Resistance; ch.

10:

the identity ofthe privileged, and ethnicity the identity

Acknowledging the Humanity of Resistance; ch.
11: The Morality of Armed Resistance). Along the

of the oppressed; at the same time, race was urban, and

line, apartheid gets reduced to its terror machine —

ethnicity rural. The dilemma for apartheid was where
the two crossed, signified by the growing pool of
urbanisedblack people. This meeting point was fruitful
soil for the growth of an urban ‘African’ nationalism,
an ideology bom of a racial
identity, but this time
begotten, not ofracial privilege, butof racial oppression.
Both ‘race’ and ‘ethnicity’ are identities generated
by power, whether amongst beneficiaries or victims.
This is not to say that ‘race’ is ‘class’: there were poor
‘white’ people in colonial Africa, yet their poverty did
not negate the fact of ‘white privilege'. The
legacy of

and its evil to its gross

divide occurred

at

several levels;

apartheid is summed

up

in not

race was meant to

one

be

but two sets of

identities: racial and ethnic. Reconciliation, then, will

that

forged in Africa, to identify the

resistance able

Where else but in the

apartheid. While the latter is no doubt an important
part of the former, any attempt to reduce the former
to the latter needs to be recognised as the
beginning
of an official history. My point is that since resistance
was plural and not singular, and since its
multiple
points of reference are not merged in a single
political tendency, even if one such tendency is
transformed into power, it is by definition impossible
for a single history of resistance to be told from a
single vantage point. Conversely, any attempt to do
so will produce part truth, part
mythology.
While it is not the purpose of the Asmal eta/book
to attempt a history of the resistance, neither can it
stay away from a summary account of that history.
For the protagonists in the book are apartheid and
resistance. Chapters weave back and forth between
apartheid (ch. 4: Acknowledging the Illegitimacy
of Apartheid; ch. 5; Stark Opposites; Apartheid and

in the

Holocaust, returned toEurope’scolonisingexperience.

to what extent was

supremacy inevitably generated a racial identity not
only amongst its beneficiaries, but also amongst its

have to shaddle two frontiers:

of a scientific bureaucracy forged in Asia and scientific

of resistance. If

is synonymous with the histoi7 of ANC’s resistance to

a

(Remember that even Hannah Arendt, faced with the

process

‘association’, and Belgian ‘customary rule’. They all

helpful in illuminating the legacy of apartheid. Asmal
histoi7 of European colonialism in Africa.

generated by tbe

power sought to impose a racial/ethnic grid on society,

confronted the dilemma that the institutions of racial

identities.

.

identities

Reconciliation

etal would have done better had they located apartheid

raci.sm

a

majority that had been excluded
on racial giounds would now appear as a series of
ethnic minorities, each included in an ethnicallydefined political process. The point was to render
racial supremacy secure by eroding the racial identity
of the oppressed, by fracturing it into so many ethnic

to lead to a

blacks, however, do have

annihilate

by British ‘indirect rule’, French

victims. Their solution

to it. Yet neither recovei7 nor

to build a common

and

attempt to

ethnic inclusion: the

happen; at least, they consider no alternative

whites and blacks in South Africa

was an

ghettoised minority.
Apartheid followed in the

apartheid's abuses falls short of

because the authors

than it

erase

apartheid’s ‘criminal governance.’
Yet this impressive inventory of
I

its

first underline the identities

what is needed to

build

which

Germany
colonising
experience inside Europe). To
come to grips with tlie
legacy
of apartheid requires that we

44

purification and spiritual renewal’.
Reconciliation (forgiveness) is
neither automatic, nor a foregone
conclusion; forgiveness is premised
on confession, repentance and

mark of contemporary
even

its

most

and

ethnicity. It is
South African nationalism
race

militant advocates

are not

within

sight of this fact.
If part of the legacy of apartheid is the identities
enforced by it, then a healing process that transcends
this legacy will have to take as its starting point the

abuses — and resistance to
struggle. Though both are problematic, 1
shall here try to show the dilemma created by
reducing the history of resistance to that of the
armed struggle.
My generation came to political maturity in
Equatorial Africa of the 1970s, a time when anticolonial struggle was synonymous with armed
struggle, signified not only by Zimbabwe and the
former Portuguese colonies of Guinea-Bissau,
Angola and Mozambique, but also by the turn to
armed struggle in South Africa following Sharpeville
1960. The next great sea-change in the perspective
of struggle was marked by two events in South
the armed

Africa; Durban 1973 and Soweto 1976.
While the process set

into motion by both events
wings of the working class,
hostel-based migrants and township-based residents,
both processes were energised by a new generation
of South African youth: white and black. Catalytic to
drew stamina from two
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the strike movement that began

in Durban 1973. and
spread to the Cape and the Rand, were radical white
youth who provided strategic leadership in the
burgeoning independent unions of the late 1970s and
early 1980s. At the core of Soweto 1976 were the
black youth, who inspired a generation of sU'uggle
that would lead to community organising and
community-based resistance. The former organised
the workplace and the latter the community, and
while the former marched under the banner of a

dismisses the

significance of the

1992 referendum

as no more

than

white survival strategy:

‘naiTow
with
an interest in identifying roots that
can
nurture
a
process
of
the

Referendum

appear as a

must

1992

milestone, a historic shift signifying

racial unionism and the latter under Black

expanded possibilities in the
political horizon of the white

Consciousness, both pioneered a practice that moved

electorate. Yet the Referendum, this

away

non-

from armed to unarmed, but militant popular

strugpie—even if both continued to pay homage to
the

med

struggle.
It was a sea-change whose only parallel in this part
of the world was the equally spectacular bursting on
the scene of the Intifadah in Palestine. As they
i.

historic moment of the

only settler
minority on this continent reaching
out for a settlement with the majority
short of being pressed into it by
outright defeat — this moment,
without which any talk of

—

apartheid should
be placed in the
context

of the

experience, and a
critique of postThere is

no

better

gathered pace and mustered strength, both compelled
a shift not only in the strategy of longer established,

reconciliation would have been

wishful thinking,

a

exile-based liberation movements, from armed to

book. If Reconciliation

popular struggle, but also in the centre of gravity of
that struggle from exile to home.

Truth Imd been titled ‘A Dossier of

There is

no

mention of Durban 1973 and Soweto

1976 in the Asmal etal book. From the point of view

Apartheid’s Criminal Governance,'
it

would

have

been

of establishing a trajectory of reconciliation,

written 10 years ago,

1973 is

been more acceptable—for

Durban
important marker, since it signified the
move of radical white youth to the mainstream of
resistance, blurring the identity of race with
oppression. Similarly, Soweto 1976 and Black
Consciousness signified an even more important
breach in the apartheid-nurtured identities of ethnic
particularism. (Here, I include ‘Indian’ and ‘Coloured’
as

an

ethnic identities).

trajectoi7 of apartheid policy from
one attempt after another
to prevent a confluence of these two waves of
resistance, one anchored in the community and the
other in the workplace, one organising urban labour
and the other rural migrants. It was a possibility that
was not to be, not because the regime’s strategies
succeeded, but because the perspective of resistance
was not equal to realising this promise. In the
absence of a perspective that could problematise
the relation between ‘race’ and ‘ethnicity’, and the
urban and the rural, resistance to apartheid
reproduced within its anatomy this great rift
engineered by apartheid statecraft. It is, in turn, the
absence of a popular reconciliation across the great
urban-rural divide that made necessai^ an elite
can

be understood as

reconciliation in the form of
a

an

ANC-Inkatha pact

decide later
But the resistance did succeed elsewhere,

particularly in eroding the racial solidarity that
defined the main social base of apartheid. Just as the
fact that solidarity was regularly recorded in periodic
elections which secured apartheid the consent of a
white electorate, its erosion was also signalled by
popular consent to significant reform. This was
registered in the whites-only referendum of 1992,
leading to the marginalisation within white society
of those opposed to reform.
It is surely ironic that the Asmal et al book
24

comparative

discussion

99

it would have
it bears

little

imprint of the events that have made
reconciliation a realistic possibility.
It is my view that apartheid should be placed in the
context of the African colonial experience, and a
critique of post-colonial reform. There is no better
way to illustrate this point than by a comparative
Rwanda

exemplifies an alternate trajectory to the
occuning in South Africa. Because it
illuminates the dilemmas involved in the pursuit of
reconciliation, I intend to frame the major turning
points in the Rwandan tragedy — the 1959
processes

Revolution and the 1994 Genocide
broader dialetic.

one

of

South Africa and
Rwanda.

discussion of South Africa and Rwanda.

The entire

1976

more

understandable. If it had been

similar to the di fference between
the identities ‘Afrikaner’ and
‘coloured’ in

—

within

a

between reconciliation and

justice, rather than between reconciliation and truth.
For, if South Africa exemplifies the dilemma
involved in the pursuit of reconciliation without
justice. Rwanda exemplifies the opposite: the pursuit
of justice without reconciliation.
Rwanda illustrates one example of the mediated
link between cultural and political identities in
colonial and contemporary Africa. When I went to
Kigali last year, and met an old friend in the
Rwandese Patriotic Front (RPF), I asked him to
explain the difference a Hutu and a Tutsi. He said
there was none: ‘We are all Rwandese. We speak
the same language, practice the same religion and
live on the same hills’. Given the backdrop of the
genocide of Tutsi. I found it difficult to believe him.
B ut now I realise he was both right and wrong, right
culturally, and wrong politically.
Cultui ally, the differences are along acontinuum.
Politically, however, Hutu and Tutsi are as bi-polar
opposites, constructed by a form of the state in
which if one has the identity of power, the other has
the fate of being a subject. In colonial Rwanda,

apartheid South

Africa. As cultural identities, they
illustrate

more

differences

continuum.

But

as

along
political
bi-polar

identities, they were
opposites: ‘Afrikaner’ was an
identity of power, while
‘coloured’ was a subject identity.

colonial reform.

way to illustrate
this point than by

is marginal to this
Through

subject peasantry. It is, I think,

a

African colonial

the identity of the
Authority, Hutu of the

was

Native

It is my view that

self-interest’. But to anyone

reconciliation,

Tutsi

44

a

The colonial period
came to a

in Rwanda

close with the peasant

jacquerie against Tutsi chiefs that
took on the proportions of a
national revolt. Aided by the
Catholic Church and abetted by
Belgian colonial authorities, it
signalled a shift of power from
Tutsi to Hutu

on

independence. The

the

eve

power

of

that

consolidated

after the

Revolution

self-consciously

a

was

1959

Hutu Power. Institutions which

were

previously Tutsi-ized

were

Hutu-ized: Hutu

corresponded to Power, and
Tutsi to Subject. Jacobin-type Hutu revolutionaries
turned the world they knew upside down, but they
failed to change it. As the world of Hutu power
now

stabilised, relations between Hutu and Tutsi returned
to ‘normal ’: Hutu and Tutsi

spoke the same language,
practised the same rbligion and lived as neighbours
on the same hills. For, culturally, there was little to
distinguish Hutu from Tutsi.
Hits is why everything changed with the RPF
invasion of 1990 from Uganda. The cultural
continuum ceased to be paramount. In the process
that accelerated with amazing speed, Hutu and
Tutsi once again confronted one another as political
opposites, as Hutu Power and Tutsi Power. Such
was the background to the genocide of 1994.
Once the RPF came

(p power in 1994, there were
justice and understandably so. This
resulted in the setting up of a Nuremberg-style
international tribunal outside the country to charge

demands for

those who had fled into exile, and the detention in

jail of those awaiting trial within the country. As
Bahutu ran into exile by the millions and Batutsi
returned from exile by the hundreds of thousands,
property — particularly land and dwellings —
changed hands. It was, and is, a world in which to
be a Hutu was to be presumed a killer. For a
returning Hutu, it was and is a world where to lay
claim to one’s land and house is to invite the

accusation of

being a killer. As the numbers of
upwards of 80,000 by recent
count, prisons became crowded and conditions
deplorable. In a changed political context, was the
genocide turning into a license that returning
Batutsi in competition with resident Bahutu over
detainees grew, to

scarce resources

could draw

on to accuse

the latter
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being ‘genocides’? once again, justice

of

precisely, delayed justice
revenge.
Let

—

—

or

had turned into

-

us contrast

this with the South African case.

beneficiaries and victims. The same problem is evident

admission of evil, which

analogy of South American dictatorships that is
given pride of place by the editors of The Healing ofa

When does the claim to truth breed self-righteousness,

in the

Nation

In the South African context, perpetrators are

small group, as are

those victimised by perpetrators.

side’? Can

power-sharing across the two identities that
apartheid generated: between ‘white’ and ‘black’,

defined in relation to beneficiaries are the vast majority

shared memory,

and between ‘nationalists’ and ‘ethnicists’. The

beneficiaries

society. To what extent is the shift of focus from
to perpetrators, and from victims as the
majority to victims as a minority, likely to generate
growing resentment amongst the excluded majority
who understandably expect to gain from reconciliation
and forgiveness? To what extent does a process that
ignores the aspirations of the vast majority of victims,
risk turningdisappointment into frustration and outrage,
creating room for a demagogue to reap the harvest? In
other words, to what extent do these two paradigms, of
Rwanda (Justice without Reconciliation) and South
Africa (Reconciliation with Justice) exemplify not two
alternative strategies, but two parallel trajectories
tending to the same destination: revenge?
Justicehas been the preoccupation ofrevolutionaries.

percent

framework of ‘reconciliation’. It was a progr amme
that highlighted an Reconstruction and Development

Programme (RDP), a land redistribution, and
affirmative action. From this beginning, however,
have rrroved

we

along a trajectory that has de-

emphasised justice in the interest of reconciliation
and realism, both local and international.

Thechanging framework increasingly conesponds
the terms of reference of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, whereby injustice is no
to

longer the injustice of apartheid: forced removals,
pass laws and broken families. Instead, the definition
of injustice has come to be limited to abuses within

the

legal framework of apartheid: detention, torture

and, murder. Victims of apartheid are now

narrowly

defined as those militants victimised as they struggled

against apartheid, not those whose lives were
mutilated in the day-to-day web of regulations that
was apartheid. We airiveata world in which reparations
are for militants, those who suffer ed jail or exile, but
not for those who suffered only forced labour and
broken homes. What are the likely consequences of
such

a

The

lea,st

trajectory?
example of Rwanda should demonsfrate at

one

fact to South Africans: in the aftermath of

and evil, and build a

al tend to do.
What lessons

can

South Africa offer Rwanda? Is

of them that the analogy of the Holocaust is more
appropriate to a response defined by rage than to a
search for a healing process? That Nuremberg-style
Uibunals cannot lead to a process of reconciliation
between former perpefrators and victims, especially if
the political pre-requisite to triggering a process of
reconciliation is a power-sharing between the two? If
there is reason to have done away with Nurembergtype tribunals in the case of one ‘crime against
humanity’ (apartheid), what is the reason to persist

one

with such

a

tribunal in the

case

of another ‘cr ime

against humanity’ (genocide)
This brings us to what 1 think is the second major
problem with the metaphor of the Holocaust: it
highlights as key to the injustice of apartheid the
relationship between perpetrators and victims, not
Sapem March, 1997

were a separate country,

embrace it, is there a

a

just above Congo!
figures sum up the social legacy of apartheid.
What would social) ustice mean in the South African
context, where perpetrators are few but beneficiaries
many, in contrast to Rwanda, where beneficiaries are
few, but perpefrators many? Which is more difficult:
live with past perpefrators of an evil, or its present
beneficiaries? If perpetrators and victims have a past
to

to overcome,

do not beneficiaries and victims have a

nor

with? If reconciliation is to
aimed at society
(beneficiaries and victims) and not simply at the
fr actured political elite (perpetrators and victims)?

combination of

around the world, the authors of these two books have

banish evil,

It is ironic that in their search for lessons from

forgiveness and conversion, with forgiveness

looked everywhere—Europe,

conditional on confession, repentance and conversion.

home.

It is this shift, from the

notion of a Manichean battle of

good against evil to that of the inevitability of living
with evil, that, 1 suspect, informs the shift from justice
the foundation of reconciliation. In other

the light, and acknowledge it as
forgiven. But what if confession and
conversion are not forthcoming? What if tmth is not
acknowledged? Can truth be forced? Does forgiveness
such

—

to be

then turn into wrath, with the God ofthe N ew Testament

reverting to that of the Old Testament?
There is

a

it

These

third alternative

The Christian alternative is

as

South Africa would rank 123rd,

be durable, would it not need to be

words, you must see

et

of South Africa

religious insight that the two are interned in the
same bones. The theological problem is one of how to
in the

live with evil. For if you cannot

understood

would rank 24th in the world, just behind Spain; black

present to come to terms

to Uatth as

How many to conquest,
Under what conditions,
then, would recovery lead to healing? In my view, these
conditions require us to explore forms ofjustice that are
not the same as victors’ justice, rather than concluding
that all justice is by definition victors’ justice, as Asmal

—

history — is important in proving a
durable basis for a political community. But truth
alone cannot provide that basis. Unless it is Joined to
a form ofj ustice otherthan pu nishment, the recognition
of truth is likely to breed outrage in victims and fear in
beneficiaries. Consider, for example, one such truth
reproduced in the Asmal et al book; according to the
UN Human Development Index, if the white 12

The evil is the Other. The alternative view is contained

are other possibilities: rage for one, separation
for another. How many conflicts have led to secession,

and how many to expulsion?
and how many to genocide?

notion ofgood
Chinese Wall between the two.

revolutionaries tend towards a Utopian

conflict, healing is not a foregone conclusion. Just as

likely

No doubt the search for truth

In conu ast, beneficiai ies are a large group, and victims

It is also the dilemma of revolutionaries. For

on our

political community be based on
humiliation? Is there not more, than a search for justice?

double

negotiated settlement began with an attempt to
a notion of justice within the broader

feel does not.

a

a

articulate

seem to

the secular version of the claim that ‘God is

Nothing here corresponds to the RPF victory of
1994. There is, instead, a negotiated settlement, a

in

they

point in Reconciliation Through Truth

that Asmal etalexpress dissatisfaction with De Klerk’s

expression of ‘deep regret’ about apartheid, and
demand; ‘South Africa needs a gesture from today’s
leader of the N ational Party equivalent to the gesture of
the post-war German leader Willie Brandt, who
apologised on his knees in the former Warsaw Ghetto’,
Would Brandt’sgesture have carried the same meaning
if it had been extracted out of him by the butt of an
Israeli gun in the small ofhis back? Does not repentance
by its very nature have to be voluntary? Is there not a
difference between humility that is inherent in an act of
forgiveness and humiliation that mai'ks a confession
forced out of an adver sary?
Is it not ironic that the more impressive the dossier
that Asmal et al compile against apartheid becomes,
the less compelling seems their case forreconciliation?
Armed with the dossier, the truth, the authors demand

South America—but
Why not explore the basis of reconciliation
between Engli.sh-speaking whites in the aftermath of
the Boer War? To the extent there was a post-Boer
War reconciliation between English and Afrikaners,
was not its basis a programme of redistribution to
Afrikaners—social justice—than one ofpunishment
to English perpetrators? Were the English and
Afrikaners simply partners in acommon crime against
humanity, apartheid, or was apartheid also a
programme for massive redistribution, reparations,
of today’s loot in favour of yesterday’s victims?
The significance of this bit of history is that it
teaches us to think of evil as social rather than just
individual. This is no less than acall to recognise that
the strength of secular thinking lies in its long
tradition of understanding justice as social justice,
as systemic justice. If evil is thought of in social
terms, and conversion too, then

the authors of Reconciliation

Through Truth have

yet to take.
Mahmood Mamdani is the author of Citizen and

Subject: Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of
Late Colonialism (Princeton University Press, James
Currey, London and David Philip, Cape Town). He
is AC Jordan Professor of African Studies at the
Univer sity

of Cape Town.
Reproduced from Southern Review of

repentance. What they demand is not an

*

guilt —

Books Nov/Dec 1996.

admission of
which would require due process — but an

does not the demand

for justice turn mainly, if not wholly, into a demand
for systemic reform? This is a step that, unfortunately,
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forgiveness, perhaps repentance

inay lead to
of reconciliation, but most of them
if they did nothing wrong apart from

some .sort

sound

"reconciliation M^thout

justice**: what about
reciprocity?
BY

Owen Sichone

HRISTIANS know that they are
supposed to love their enemies and turn
the other cheek when they have been
struck. Unless one is a true pacifist in the mode
of Mahtma Gandhi, it is well nigh impossible to

c

follow this commandment.
Was it

a

Chinese

philosopher who asked: If

you reward your enemies with love, with what
shall you reward your friends? Many young
Africans arecon vinced that this is agood question

The issue of reconciliation in former White

the colonial

civilising mission

Ugandan perspective is

welcome alternative.

One

can see

the Christian inllucnce in both

Kaunda and Tutu’s respect forthose who are able
to

it with the treatment of Jewish holocaust

politics. Whilst it is

easier to hate one’s enemies than to love them, it
should not be difficult to see why the Kaundas and

South Africa where doubts have arisen about the

Tutus respect Africa’s saintly behaviour.
Even the fact that three black South Africans

seriously.

In South Africa, many

of apartheid’s former
Springbok Murder Squad members who waged
Botha’s ‘Total Onslaught’ on Southern Africa,
now express only love for president Mandela.

have received Nobel peace

about the burden of
have to carry.

prizes says something

forgiveness that

But is it really such

a

our leaders
noble thing to

forgiveone’stormentors?Manyofus are beginning
develop doubts.
We are beginning to ask presidents Mugabe and
Mandela that if you give love to your enemies —
what will you give your own people? What is in

to

reconciliation for us? It is true,

as

Mamdani

in his review, that the perpetrators of
apartheid violence are a small group while the
argues

However,even Nelson Mandela sometimes loses

beneficiaries, not to mention victims, are many.

his

It is

patience with whites. Although Mugabe has
never been the darling of the media relative to
Mandela, the fact remains that in 1980, he offered

friendship to the white settlers.
Former Zambian president

Kenneth Kaunda

used to

jokingly refer to Mugabe as the Angel
Gabriel. The pride and joy he conveyed by using
this nickname is the

same as that expressed by
Archbishop Desmond Tutu when he encouraged
a woman who had given evidence
against her
apartheid tormentors to forgi ve them. Archbishop
Tutu reportedly said he was proud to be an

African like her.

One feels that both Kaunda and Tutu
26

are out to

us as

long

as

generation is still alive and in

reciprocated. Neither Ian Smith nor P.W. Botha
have
changed their political views.

anything they do. They must prove
civilised before independence can be
granted to their countries and thereafter, the
supervision continues in the area of aid.
that they are

Reports on the activities of the South African
TRC have opened old wounds and it is not Just in

reconciliation

continuation of colonial

standards in

under Hitler in international

validity of the whole ‘healing the nation’ process.
President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe, for
instance, regrets the fact that the Rhodesi ans ha ve
not met him half-way on reconciliation. In his
birthday interview in the Sunday Mail of 16th
February, he complained that only one side in the
post liberation war reconstruction took

arc a

command. Africans have offered

contrast

a

African countries,

settler culture which will be with

(that some have called a colonial mentality) which
prevents African leaders from setting their own

(TRC) whose work is vie wed differently by blacks
thus

an interview with the
Nigerian news
magazine The Guardian in 1987, when one sees
the school children playing “black and white
together” as Archbishop Tutu would say, one
gains hope, but the colonial generation will
never change.
Racist taunts from the South
African Rugby mafia, exclusion from certain

Judah. It is this burden of the

and whites. Mamdani’s

by the South

Afriean Truth and Reconeiliation Commission

late Zimbabwean writer Dambudzo Marechera
noted in

clubs, hotels and other faci lilies in most southern

forgive their enemies. Turning the other cheek
was also practised by Mahatma Gandhi and is
by
no means peculiarly African or Christian. One
cannot help noticing this
especially when you

settler eolonies has been rekindled

war.

Reconciliation without justice in Zimbabwe
and South Africa is a long-term
process. As the

prove that Africans are not only civilised, but that
they are even more humane and Christ-like than
for example, the more vengeful twelve tribes of

and feel anger

overwhelming them when this is
applied to their own situation.

as

losing the

equally true, however, that the majority are
also victimised by the type of reconciliation
process that Archbishop Desmond Tutu and
president Nelson Mandela have been
championing. It is tantamount to saying to the
crying woman: ‘Everything is gonna be okay’
without telling her how. Yes, we have heard
about heaven, but a little earthly comfort never
hurt anybody.
When the widows, orphans and survivors of
apartheid violence weep in their wheel chairs,
their tormentors smile and say they were just
doing their work. They glorify evil and recount
their murderous campaigns. If they can ask for

forgiveness

and reconciliation, but the .settlers have not

Reconciliation has thus remained

a one

sided

affair, but for how

long? It may lake one side to
make war. but peace and rencociliation certainly

require both parties to work.
The growing sense of unfairness and inju.stice
among young Africans demands that we look at
the search for truth, reconciliation and
Justice
afresh. It is absolutely necessary that we begin
to think of reconciliation with
reciprocity.
An eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth is not
acceptable in most Justice systems. The Israelis
for example, only apply it against their enemies.
Reciprocity, however, can take the form of
compensation or reparations of one sort or
another. Surely, someone has to pay for the true
cost of social healing.
With due respect to
Archbishop Tutu — beyond the weeping and
forgiving — schools, hospitals, housing and
jobs will have to be created if other people are to
share the faith and optimism that he has in the
‘Rainbow People of Gixl’. Reconciliation will
not always come cheap and it is time the issue of
eompensation was put on the table. Afterall, is
money not what our enslavement and colonial
oppression was all about?
The South African TRC should become

a

Truth and

Reparations Commission — the
reconciliation will automatically follow from
economic Ju.stice. The truth alone cannot set
anyone free. Prolonged reconstruction and
development is required if the inherited
violence, haired and the social chaos

are to

be

brought under control. The reconciliation that
presidents Mugabe and Mandela and
Archbishop Tutu started, only our ministers
of finance, education, health, housing,
agriculture and social welfare can complete,
with lots of help from Anglo American,
LONRHO. Rio Tinto and

numerous

farmers

and traders who shall remain nameless.■

.Sapem
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The Scope

for viable Regional
Integration
Basil Muzorewa

HE RECENT

dashed. To

appreciate the problem, a Trade
constructed for 1990
and 1995. The results clearly show that, with an
average index as high as 55 percent in 1990 and
67 percent in 1995, SADC not only has highly

integration is to

Protocol

Imbalance Index (Til) was

foremost, for those SADC members which

unbalanced intra-trade, but that the situation

instruments of distribution of benefits will need

signing of the Trade
by the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC)
countries, signals an irreversible decision to move
ahead with Regional Economic and Social
Integration (RESI) in the region. The decision
was taken, knowing fully that the problem of
equitable distribution of benefits and costs from

T

occur.

This calls, first and
are

likely to benefit to be willing and able to transfer
resources to those whose gain is less likely.
Secondly, appropriate, simple and transparent
to be

detrimental, unresolved. The reason was that the

factors of

required more detailed study because of its
important and complex nature.
The purpose of this article is to highlight the
problem of distribution of net benefits from
regional integration and to propose possible
solutions. It is hoped that the exercise will assist
SADC countries in avoiding pitfalls that were
experienced by other older regional integration

developed to the depressed member countries.
Already, these trends are being observed in

put in place.
Equitable Distribution of Benefits
From the treaty establishing SADC, it is
possible to trace thcorigins of the regional policies
designed to redress imbalances in the process of
integration. The Preamble and Article 4. (d) refer
to the Principle of the need for “balanced and
equitabledevelopmentofthe region” and. Article
5. (a) has the objective: “To achieve development
and economic growth, alleviate poverty,
enhance the standard and quality of life of the
peoples of Southern Africa and support the
socially disadvantaged through regional
integration.”
Thus, regional policies aimed at redressing
imbalances and alleviating poverty in SADC
have a firm foundation. However, the policies

SADC.

need to be armed with effective instruments if

RESI cannot be avoided. This is the most serious

obstacle to the movement towards viable

integration in any economic grouping.
The potential disintegrating effect of this
problem was discussed at the national seminars
on Benefits and Costs of Regional Integration
conducted by the African Development Bank

be

worsening. The only country that
appears to possess nearerbalanced trade with the
region is Zimbabwe. Even then, its trade
imbalance increased over the period. When
compared with the European Community and
ASEAN whose average trade imbalances were 8
percent and 23 percent, respectively, in 1990,
the situation in SADC region is serious indeed.
seems to

The above imbalances arise from the initial

staff in Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South

economic management and resourceendowment

Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania and Zimbabwe in
1994/95. However, the seminars left the related

conditions in each country.

by the countries that stand
profit towards those to which RESI will prove

were to

If regional integration
proceed, competition within the region

issue of compensation

will create

to

situation. This will come about

issue

schemes in the world.

The Problem

Regional integration theory tells us that the
process of integrating two or more countries is
feasible where member countries are similar, so

something to gain. Therefore, there
lo.sers in the process. Before
integration, the members should be at about the
same stage of development and level of

that all have

should be

no net

more

imbalances and
as

worsen

the

industries and

production emigrate from the more

Given these results, what

hope is there for

viable/feasible integration in SADC? The answer

clearly none, unless those countries like'y to
gain are willing to transfer a substantial portion
of their profit to those who are less likely to
benefit. In other words, a compensation
is

meclumism, which will

ensure

that all countries

realize net losses, is
imperative. Such a practical and feasible
compensation arrangement has still to be worked
out. Unfortunately, experience elsewhere has
not provided an ideal model that can be applied
to SADC. For example, the compensation
capture net gains or none

are to be meaningful.
Article 5. 2 (c) of the treaty

In tm&connection.
proposeK'to
create
X
appropriate institutions and mechanisms for
the mobilization of requisite resources for the
implementation of programs and operations of
they

SADC and its lnstitutions.”One such institution
to

be created is

a

fund which is referred to in this

article, for clarity, as the
and Social Fund

Regional Development

(RDSF). The

elaboration of the reference to

a

rca.son

for this

fund is that the

problem of imbalances and poverty in the
process of regional integration can best be
addressed by a Regional Development and

Economique de ef

Social Fund. In other words, both economic and

diversification. Given this condition, it should

Afrique de If Quest (CEAO), the Customs and

social problems of imbalances are best addressed

possible for each country to specialize in
thoseacti vities in which it hasgreatcrcomparati ve
advantage. This implies that each country should

Economic Union of Central Africa (UDEAC),

within the framework of such

and the Southern African Customs Union

The

abandon the activities in which it is less

inadequate. Yet, the issue of distribution of net
benefits in the process of regional integration is
fundamental. Unless this is tackled right at the
beginning, the integration process will worsen
the poverty situation which is already devastati ng
in less developed member countries. The
implication here is that a practical and acceptable
compensation mechanism within SADC must
be worked out if speedy progress towards regional

be

competitive. Such similarity means that there
wi 11 be mi ni mum or no trade i mbalances between

the members. If that is the case, then

integration
likely to be viable and lasting.
When this theory is applied to SADC, the
problem is clearly visible. The region is
characterized by such serious trade and social
imbalances that hopes for viable RESI could be
is

Sapem March,
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mechanisms in Communaute

(SACU) have been evaluated and found to be

an

institution.

feasibility of the propo.scd institution is a
subject of a detailed study. Of concern here is
the salient is.sues related to the possible solutions
to the problem of polarization of benefits from
the integration process.
Allocation of Resources
From the

experience of other regional
integration schemes, with regional development
banks

or

funds, mobilization of

resources

for

addressing regional imbalances is not so
difficult. However, to ensure that the allocation
27
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criteria results in effective and

equitable
quite a complex
issue. Hence, the selection criteria forallocating
the RDSF resources among member countries
and projects/programs requires careful thought.
utilization of the

resources

is

In addition, the criteria would need to be

as

simple

as possible and extremely transparent
in order to avoid endless arguments. Among the

possible criteria for

resource

allocation

are

relative poverty or

underdevelopment of a
recipient member country. The other criterion
which is extremely important is the
demonstration by a recipient of efforts at
reducing poverty and imbalances at the national
level. In other words, country performance in
managing its economy in a way that results in
reduction of poverty and national imbalances
would need to be included in the list of criteria
for resource utilization. This criterion is justified
by empirical evidence which has shown that in
the European Community, for example, higher
growth of incomes in less developed members
is a more important factor in reducing
imbalances and poverty in the process of
regional integration. To achieve higher growth
rates, less developed member countries would
need to manage theireconomies more effectively
than the more advanced ones. Quality
performance by less developed members is
more likely to induce more advanced member
countries to be more willing to share their gains
with the former.
As for allocation of resources among projects/

the main criterion is based upon
the highest returns.
This would enable the less developed member
countries to achieve higher growth rates: an
important condition which will speed up the
programs,

those who will generate

reduction of imbalances.

In addition, the

projects/programs would need to be in the
community. In other
words, projects/programs, though located in
one country, should benefit the movement
towards economic integration. Thus, the
interest of the entire

selection of criteria for

among

resource

allocation

member countries and projects/
will require special attention if the

programs

RDSF is to be

an

effective instrument of

equitable distribution of benefits from the
integration process.
The next dilemma lies in examining which
countries in SADC will benefit from the process
of integration and which ones will not. To
solve this, a set of

problem country indicators

needs to be constructed. These indicators must
be

simple in order to avoid fruitless arguments.
Problem Countries
As

already indicated above, the Trade

Imbalance Index shows that Zimbabwe has
the least amount of trade imbalances with the

region. For this reason, it can be concluded
that the country is likely to gain much from the
28

Will

regional integration guarantee equitable distribution of benefits and costs?

integration process. If the average TII is taken
the cut-off point. Tanzania would have been
a likely beneficiary in 1990, but a serious loser
as

in 1995. Malawi’s index would make it

a

loser

of 1990, but a

possible beneficiary in 1995.
Using the 1995 index, in addition to Malawi
and Zimbabwe, SACU and Zambia are likely
to be beneficiaries. This leaves Angola,
Mauritius and Mozambique as the only
countries which wil 1 not profit from integration.
However, Mauritius, for example, which is
well known to be highly industrialized, cannot
be expected to lose from regional integration.
This casts doubt on the accuracy of the Til
used here. The utility of the index, however, is
that it shows how SADC is characterized by
very serious imbalances, and that the equitable
distribution of benefits from the integration
process will likely be extremely painful to
as

achieve.

Other plausible indicators of the likely
problem countries in SADC were also
constructed. However, only the two most
important ones are used here. The first is the
percentage of labour force employed in
agriculture. Taking the average in SADC as the
cut-off point, the index suggests that Angola,
Malawi. Mozambique. Tanzania. Zambia and
Zimbabwe are likely to be problem countries.
The high percentagesof labour force in agriculture
also indicate that poverty is likely to be deeperin
these countries than in the rest, and that they are
likely to experience de-i ndustrialization in favour
of the rest of the countries.
A second

plausible index is based on the
importance of the growth and
unemployment rates of a country compared to
the average for the region. The lower the
index, the more likely a country will be
relative

regarded as one needing assistance or
compensation. Taking the average for SADC
as the cut-off point, Angola, Lesotho. Malawi,
Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe would be regarded as problem
countries. They would qualify fora larger share
of special assistance from the RDSF. If the cutoff point of 75 used by the European Community
for the same purpose is adopted, then only
Lesotho would drop from the list. Thus, out of
12 SADC countries, 6 to 7 of them, or 50 to 58

percent, would be regarded as requiring special
assistance.

Regional Polidy Implications
The

policy implications here are clear. If
regional integration is to be viable, there will
be a need for very strong and deliberate regional
intervention in the distribution of gains during
the

movement

towards

an

economic

community. In other words, an effective and
transparent compensation mechanism will be
imperative. Given the large number of countries
for which regional economic integration will
likely prove damaging and the small numberof
possible beneficiaries, the criteria for special
assistance or compensation would need to be
extremely stringent, but simple and transparent.
As mentioned above, quality performance in
national economic management would need to
be on the list of criteria for special assistance.
For a problem country to qualify for special
assistance and induce the non-problem members
to support it, it must demonstrate its serious
intention to manage its economy in a sound
manner.

It must show evidence of efforts to

reduce poverty

and unemployment, and the
promotion of a macroeconomic environment for
sustained growth of the economy. In short, there
should

no

“free lunch’’!®
Sapem March, 1997

DEBATES & VIEWPOINTS

UGANDA

Can the movement survive
without Museveni?
Tajudeen-Abdul Raheem
N 9 MAY. 1996, the

previous ruling

went to the

circumstances of the victory, and the war weariness

people of Uganda
polls to vote for a president
for the country. This was the first election
since the country became independent from British

o

rule

on

During the previous two attempts at elected

However, the

of the country forced a new national consensus
that recognised the need for a transition period.

Also, the

October 9, 1993.

parties.

there

were

military victory was not complete as
insurgencies in the north and the north

of the country.
However, as the situation stabilised, the

government (1963-1971 and 1980-1985), the
system of government was the British

east

Ugandan
deformations. In this system, the head of
government is chosen from the majority party in
the parliament. However, after the 1966Buganda

economy began to improve, and forces opposed to

parliamentary

system,

with

crisis that saw the abolition of Kingship institutions

Uganda, and the exiling of the Kabaka (Fredie
was the ceremonial president, the
Prime Minister Dr Apollo Milton Obote assumed
the powers of an executive president .without
subjecting himself to a popular vote.
in

Mutesa) who

This

was

characteristic of many post

independent former British colonies. President
Obote was overthrown by his military chief.
General Idi Amin in 1971. He

was

restored in

controversial election which his party,

a

the UPC,

widely believed to have rigged in 1980.
Again, he became president through the parliament
instead of a popular election.
The 1996 election was the first popular test for
the National Resistance Army (NRA) and National
Resistance Movement (NRM) regime. NRM came
was

1986 after a five-year gueri 11a war led
by Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, who became head
to

power in

of state. The NRA/NRM instituted

a

transition

which involved the suspension of
partisan political party activities in favour of a
broad based government ofnational unity. Initially
it was intended for four years extended for five
years or one year in 1989. This sentence is quite
confusing — maybe it needs to be broken down
into two or simplified.
The NRM philosophy held that political parties
were divisive and therefore injurious to nation
programme

the NRM
and

philosophy werealsobeingrehabilitated
gaining confidence in stalking a claim on

power.

Thus, by the time of the campaigns for the
constitutent

assembly elections in 1994, it was
no longer had complete
control over the political direction of the country.
By law, parties were still banned from direct
participation in the political process, but the
multiparty advocates were now operating quite
openly. The constituent assembly elections were
the first test of power between the NRM and the
certain that the NRM

multi-partyists. The
more

pro NRM candidates won
than two thirds of the seats. However, this

did not make life easy for them in the assembly
where different interests had to be negotiated
and

compromises sought. The non class, nonideological and “everybody is a member”
philosophy of the NRM meant that people drifted
in and out of it depending on the issues at stake.
It provided the first lesson to the NRM that
electoral politics is about organisation, some

minimum programme,
on
defined

and political discipline
political lines. The
multiparty ists were better prepared for this game.
There was a general tension in the country
because of the violent history to which everybody
had become prisoner. As the date of the election
based

moved nearer, the tension i ncreased and all kinds
of theories abounded about what

was

going to

happen if X wins and Y loses or vice versa.
The security scare led the president to address
the nation on the night of the last Sunday before
the election (5 May 1996) in order to assure
everybody that the security forces were ready to
protect the lives and property of all people in the
country. He allayed fears that the election was
not going to take place in the north due to the
renewed attacks by rebelsof the Lord’s Resistance
Army (LRA) and those of the West Nile Bank
Front of former army soldier. Juma Oris.
Security was particularly tight in Buganda
region and north Uganda. The popular NRA hero
and famed guerilla fighter, retired Army
Commander, Major-General Salim Saleh (Caleb
Akwandanaho) was recalled to active service to
oversee

the situation in the north. Over 3000

members of the reserved army were also recalled.

The LRA rebels announced

a

unilateral

cease

fire until after the elections. The truce gave
them the opportunity to interfere with the

political process. There were reports of LRA
forces holding rallies in villages and advising
people not to vote for Museveni.
Museveni’s special address to the nation
was very important because there were taunts
and strident criticisms in the press (especially
the private popular paper, The Monitor, and
multiparty papers like The People and The
Citizen) that the army could not fight. They
questioned the army’s capacity to deter rebels
from ambushing lorries, ransacking villages,
town centres, and carrying out surprise attacks
small units of the army.

building. Its ideologues argued that the
underdeveloped nature of Ugandan society and

on

political economy could not allow political parties

was

There

was

also the issue of whether the army

to

going to respect the democratic wishes of
Ugandans if Museveni (founder-commander)

the

was

develop across the nation without resorting to
manipulation of ethnic, regional and religious
sentiments. The military victory of the NRA/
NRM and the rejection of the old political class,
made it possible for the new government to
establish its hegemony albeit not without contest
from those who believed in multiparty democracy.
These were not necessarily members of the
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defeated. One had

no

doubt that if

Museveni had lost, he would have

personally
stepped aside. He could not have done
otherwise because it would have destroyed his
credibility if he resisted popular wishes
expressed through a process which he played
an hegemonic role in bringing about.
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The

Army and its

Council)

was very

supreme body (the Army
involved in the political

Right from the start, it sent some of its
popular and articulate representatives to
the constituent assembly. Therefore, one’s
reasonable concern about the real and imagined
role of the army should not stop at fearing what
the army would have done, but should also ask
what the incoming politicians were going to
do. It was certain that Paul Kawanga
Ssemogerere, one of the presidential
candidates, and former foreign minister and
deputy president under the NRM government,
did not trust the army, and would have sought
control by putting his own favourites in
command posts if he won. This would have
triggered instability in the army especially
among the young officer corps who believe in
what they call “NRA’s historical mission” —
‘not to allow wrong people’ to ever capture
power again in the country. There is enough
process.
most

evidence that the desire for democratisation is
not universal in

(sharing power), but it could not and should not
mean an endorsement of the NRM type of no
party democracy for ever. These are issues that
Ugandans have to resolve through a referendum.
There

are

those extremists in the NRM who

believe that the mandate is

a

vindication of their

line, and therefore their slogan of ‘no change’
voted for by the people even makes the question
of a future referendum unnecessary.
A landslide victory, such as Museveni’s, got
could be and

was

definitely intoxicating.

and would never win any elections
in his life. -So many were prepared

accept his standing in the
election and his victory it although
to

is not

structures that won the elections for

difficult dial...

ol deepening
the democratic space, and facing up to life without
more

Museveni. It is
to

a

^

difficult challenge for the

deal with because there

are

no

NRM

obvious

alternative leaders who could wield the

same

influence and

authority as Museveni. While this
is a historical legacy, it can also be blamed on the
NRM organisation (or rather the lack thereof). It
has no constitution (though there was a failed
attempt in the Constituent Assembly (CA) to
constitutionalise it) or membership structure. It
has no ideology since the NRM abandoned its

were divided on his role
after the year 2000 (when the next
elections are due).

wishes of

Ugandans if
Museveni
defeated.

opinions

There is

a

whole

new

99

class of the Structural

Adjustment Programme (SAP) bourgeoisie
(both local and foreign especially Asian) whose

had to work harder than their opponents
they did not have the organisational
base (beyond government structures) to reach
out io the masses. The president himself came
close to admitting this in his post inauguration
press conference where he blamed his poor
showing in the north on ineffective campaign
agents who were just sitting in district offices
instead of being with the people. However, this

face the
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never won,

that they

because

However, after the honeymoon the t .ers must

the army, but Museveni’s
personal authority, intellectual, and political
1986 Twelve point programme of fundamental
hegemony had been responsible for carrying
the army along. Many feared this could be
change. So complete is the ideological
reversed if he was no longer in
metamorphosis that the man
charge. For this camp of people, a
who inspired the fundamental
spell of transition under which
change could ten years later
Museveni rules with a popular
There was the
campaign successfully under
mandate and restraint by a
the banner of ‘Our Man; No
issue of
universally elected parliament
Change’. The activists say it
whether the
will cement the army to the
means
no
change from
fundamental change! There is
emerging democratic political
army was
order.
a temptation to turn this
going to
Museveni too,
needed the
effective slogan into a religion
that may blind the leadership
popular endorsement of his
respect the
historical role in the political affairs
to new historical conditions.
democratic
of Uganda. It had been a constant
The people may, due to

criticism that he had

frightening the people with the woes of the past.
The NRM must have learnt from these elections

was

special circumstances, favour
the NRM today, but there is
no guarantee that they will
remain

so.

In fact, there is

definite

polarisation in the
country.
There is an
identifiable social base for

an

organised pluralist political
system in the country. It is a pressure that the
government cannot continue to ignore by

an

isolated behaviour. It

Museveni’s

retreat

from

alleged

and Uganda’s
leanings
metamorphosis into one of the periodic

communist

‘miracles’ of the IMF and World Bank. This
class networks with the ‘‘Museveni-made-me

use

political elite” who lean heavily on the NRM
which they see as the only force that can forever
guarantee political stability andeconomicgrowth.
There are many views as to what the historical,
political, and long-term significance of this
landslide victory means certainly it is a personal
endorsement of the NRM type of philosophy
30

For

more

BY

the NRM

him, but the

the mandate to silence this debate will in the

future

nullify the undeniable historical

contribution of the NRM and Museveni in

particular, to the political struggles of Uganda
and Africa at large. In fact, part of Museveni’s
credit that made him very popular with many
Africans is his unusual ability to work, coopt
and show creative political vision in handling
political problems. He has raised pragmatism
to the level of theory. However, there is an
increasing doubt as to how this national
consensus can

it

be institutionalised. The NRM

only possible in a no party
atmosphere. While this may be true for special
circumstance that requires emergency
considerations, for how long can you keep the
nation in emergency? The argument that we
need a specific level of development to have
political party competition could become an
excuse for denying people full democracy
altogether. It does not seem that the NRM can
hold out for much longer.®
says

was

EMAfrican
PUBLISHED WEEKLY

not

voluntary work of millions of voters who were
organised outside of the official structures and
his own personal standing.
There will be further pressure externally (from
imperialism) and internally (from the
multipartyists and sections of the small left
democrats) for the non-NR M forces to be given
legitimate expression. Instead of fighting a
referendum that it may lose or win at the cost of
dividing the country, it may make more sense
for the NRM leadership to bow to the inevitable
and reorganise themselves into a genuine
political party, willing to contest power with
other forces (good or bad, wrong or right). To

economic boom has been the result of NRM
and

was
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The UN in
REVIEWED BY

HIS book offers an unprecedented
opportunity to see a United Nations
peacekeeping operation in action. One
can scarcely imagine a similar opportunity being
provided by President Bush’s national security

T

adviser (retired Admiral

Jonathan Howe),
obligingly appointed by Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali as his Special

RepresentativeintheSomalimission(UNOSOM).
However, the two peacekeeping missions to Africa
different in a number of other ways as well,
notably in the mandate assigned to them. The
United Nations Angola Verification Mission
(UNAVEM) was indeed exactly what its title
implied; a mission to “verify” that the two parties to
the conflict
the governing Popular Movement
for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) led by Jose
were

most

expected suddenly to co-operate in the interests

year

application of those sanctions (barring the supply
of arms and oil) was obligingly delayed for 90
days, thus enabling UNITA to stockpile its
requirements in advance.
In any balance sheet of UNAVEM’s

the ‘Troika” of observer countries

Russia and

Aideed.

Yet, both of these UN

as

were generally regarded
disastrous failures: in the case of Angola, for

want

of

case

of Somalia, for want of a

an

adequate military component; in the
clearly defined

mandate.

However, while Ms Anstee subscribed to this
verdict

throughout her book,

even if she had
been allocated the “few thousand Blue Helmets”
she

requested to restore and preserve a peace
force would still have been
inadequate to ensure that UNITA disarmed,
demobilised and surrendered all of its captured
territory. This was the dilemma also faced by her
successor, the ever optimistic Malian diplomat,
Alioune Blondin Beye. Although endowed with
agreement, such a

over7,000 Blue Helmets, his UNAVEM III also
had

power or authority to prevent UNITA
concealing its elite forces or caching its
heavy weapons, as it demonstrably had done
underthe Bicesse peace accords. In effect, under
both peace agreements, the powers of
no

from

enforcement

were

vested in

a

Joint Commission

comprising the Angolan government and UNITA,
the combatants in a long and bitter war who were
Sapem March. 1997

war

—

the

achievements and failures, Ms Anstee deserves
an enormous amount

Although lacking the power of enforcement
and the military means of doing so, Ms Anstee’s
mission was endowed with the power of publicity.
She might have used this to a greater effect to
expose UNlTA’s violations of the peace accords
and to warn Savimbi publicly of the dire

of the

most

of credit for organising one

successful elections

Africa, and in

a

ever

held in

country devastated by 30 years

of

war and without any previous
experience of
nationwide elections. That the elections took

place at al I, and with so li ttle ti me for preparations
(due to US pressure to get Savimbi in and the
MPLA

possible) was a
organisational ability
and administrative skills. As comparisons in the
region would indicate, the elections she presided
over in Angola — from registration to the final
count—were far more efficiently run than those
out

as

soon

as

remarkable tribute to her

Orphan of the Cold War: The
Inside Story of the Collapse of
the Angolan Peace Process,
1992-3, by Margaret Anstee
(New York: St Martin’s Press,
1996)566 pp

—

peacekeeping missions

was to

after Savimbi had returned to

reached.

Eduardo dos Santos and the National Union for the

General

Portugal),

( the US,

render advice, offer
observations, mediate disputes between the two
sides and verify compliance with agreements

Total

Independence of Angola (UNITA) led by
were adhering to the peace
accords agreed at Bicesse in 1991 and Lusaka in
1994 and monitored, respectively, by UNAVEM
II and UNAVEM III. One can also scarcely imagine
the author of this book, as the Secretary-General’s
Special Representative in Angola, sending out
UNAVEM’s military contingent (350 unarmed
military observers) to hunt down, capture and
punish Jonas Savimbi for violating the peace
accords, as her counterpart in Somalia did with the
dispatch of UNOSOM’s heavily armed military
contingent in pursuit of Somalia faction leader

ELAINE WINDRICH

of peace and national reconciliation. The role of
UNAVEM in the Joint Commission, shared with

—

Jonas Savimbi

Angola

held in South Africa in 1994 and much fairer than
the

pre-independence elections held in Namibia

in 1989.

On the other side of the balance sheet, Ms
consequences of undermining

the peace process.

However, in exercising her only real power
under the limited mandate, she was frustrated
from the outset

by countervailing pressures from
the Bush administration, whose officials

(particularly Herman Cohen and Jeffrey
Davidow) were determined to protect Savimbi
from any threats or criticism because, in their
view, he had to be “kept on board”, and US
“leverage” over him was maintained, at any
price. This pressure was not even alleviated after
Savimbi had returned to war to avenge his defeat
in an election declared “free and fair” by Ms
Anstee, with the concurrence of the international

community, including the United States.
Whether by accident or design, the Bush
administration’s most obliging partner in this
enterprise was Secretary-General Boutros Ghali,
also an “old friend” of Savimbi, going back to
their meeting in Cairo in the 1960s. As a
consequence of these interlocking relationships
(Beye was another “old friend” of Savimbi), the
Security Council resolutions on Angola, and
also the Reports of the Secretary-General to the
Security Council prior to each resolution, were
so

“muted” in their criticism of UNlTA’s

misdemeanours

(as

Anstee

frequently
complained) that they amounted to nothing
more than “pious hopes” that UNITA would
desist from violations of the peace accords. Even
when the Security Council had finally voted to

impose sanctions against UNITA

—

nearly

a

Anstee failed to prepare for the worst case
scenario: Savimbi’s return to war if UNITA lost
the elections,

apparently influenced by Cohen’s
pledge to the Angolan government that the
international community “would never
countenance such a development and would
react vigorously” (p. 57). However, once the war
had started, UNAVEM had no troops to stop it
and the US had no intention of thwarting the
military route to power seized by its “old friend”
and ally. Under these circumstances, the only
alternative for UNAVEM (short of pulling out
altogether) was to offer mediation while
Savimbi’s forces continued to occupy most of
the country, an option enthusiastically backed by
UNlTA’s American supporters at the abortive
Abidjan negotiations in April 1993. However,
the breakdown of those negotiations, after six
weeks of stalling and stonewalling by UNITA,
was

also the end of the road for Ms Anstee’s

mission to Angola. The UN had refused to provide
her with the “few thousand Blue Helmets” to

that Savimbi had no intention
accepting, namely the demobilisation of his
forces and the surrender of his illegal gains.

oversee an agreement

of

Yet, Ms Anstee could still ask, “When could
one

believe UNITA and when not?”

Certainly

not when

they called Savimbi “Doctor”, which
she unquestionably and annoyingly does
throughout her otherwise meticulously written
book, although a number of other undeserving
characters are similarly endowed with this title.!
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Political Parties and

Participatory Development
Albert f. Gwatidzo
HE
CASE
FOR
participatory
development need not be overstated as
academics generally agree that this is a
more viable approach to raising people’s living
standards in the developing countries. As
government planners and implementors of
projects fail, the stronger the case for localised
participatory development becomes.
Apart from bei ng somewhat di fficult to follow,
Makumbe’s treatment of the conceptual aspects
of participatory development has a few faults. It

T

would have been enhanced, however, if a more

detailed

analysis of beneficiary participation

through representation had been included. The
assumption that if people elect representatives
democratically, then they can be assumed to be
participating through their representatives is
inadequate. Frequently, representatives have
participated at the expense of those who elected
them. Makumbe arguesfhat in the early 80s, for
example, elections ofrepresentati ves were largely
undemocratic even though the people voted. The
representatives turned out to be more loyal to

individual level? Makumbe’s

case

studies

suggest that the answer should be no. Yet. there
is evidence that the lack of individualism destroys
the programs as

in the Buhera North Cattle

interesting concept that emerges from the
book which deals with the relationship between
resources and beneficiary participation.
However, the conceptual exposition does not
deal in detail with participatory development.

emasculated. In short, there

can

be

no

debate

beneficiary participation, conceptually

on

or

otherwise, if the central issue of resources is not
Anotherissue that is not adequately addressed
is the

question; do beneficiaries want to
participate? The period under study had
characteristics which gave beneficiaries little

choice. For

example, the national liberation
struggle rhetoric was used to intimidate people

and those who wanted to resist Zanu PF’s

branded traitors. As a result,
many people may have participated out of fear.
The new ideological orientation compelled
people to create co-operatives. Often, the
programmes were

beneficiaries themselves did not wish to be

co-

The success of the Rufaro Rabbit
programme, for example, can be attributed to
individual motivation ratherthan the co-operative
approach. This raises the next question: can
there be beneficiary participation on an
operators.
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for

a reassessment

of those

the

for Improvements" where he discusses o wnershi p
of

ones?

projects (p.l07).
Only in “Suggestions for Improvement’’ are
we told of a critical aspect of beneficiary
participation when it is noted that “Beneficiary

Governments

are

development and
environment for
Government is

a

partners in economic

enabling
beneficiary participation.
can create an

necessary evil because it has
and can put in place structures

access to resources

Participatory Development:
The case of Zimbabwe by J Mw
Makumbe (UZ Publications,

Harare, 1996)

participation
should have

entire book
whether this

only take place in an
freedom” (p. 107). This
been the opening sentence for the
followed by an examination of
critical ingredient was available in
can

1980-90. Makumbe’s book

presupposes

on

NGOs. Makumbe raises

the

point that some NGO projects did not gain
enough support due to their being viewed
suspiciously by politicians thereby hoisting
himself by his own petard. Political freedom
presupposes a will by the rulers which allows the
ruled to be politically free. ZANU (PF) in 1980
was (and arguably still is) not a political party,
but

a

that encourage participation. Its evils are located
in its capacity tocontrol political freedom through

monopolizing the coercive forces that come with
political

power.
We must, however,

congratulate Makumbe

for highlighting the relevanceof proper planning

environment of political

In his discussion

addressed.

come

political and economic relationship between
underdeveloped economies and developed ones.
Is it a coincidence of history that the most
politically free economies are the most developed

that there was political freedom.
Yes, there was political freedom from the colonial
system, but was there political freedom outside
the clutches of ZANU (PF)? Could participants
co-operate outside the ambit of ZANU (PF)?

and the

definitions of

types of definitions with special consideration to

beneficiaries do

their own resources
government institutions are resource

most

the time has

Zimbabwe from

possess

however, with

Coop. Conversely, the success of Rufaro Rabbit
and Murombedzi Dairy project can be attributed
to their deliberate provision for individualisation.
Makumbe concedes this point in “Suggestions

This needs to be examined since most
not

case,

Scheme. Rufaro Garden and Tabudirira Farmers'

ZANU (PF), the ruling party.
An

is the

development which are used as guidelines to
prescribe panaceas for under-developed
economies. Whilst Makumbe can be pardoned,

liberation movement. As such, and like

similar movements, there is no room for political

freedom outside the party. Furthermore, the
socialist ideology of the vanguard party makes a

mockery of the very basic tenets of political
freedom. Consequently, the government
structures right down to the video do not engender
any freedom.
Makumbe’s definition of development (p.6)
ignores the influence of political freedom. This

for any project to be successful. Throughout the
book, we see how planning failures at the centre

the

periphery destroy projects as well as the
participants. Even in the case
studies, ihose projects which were carefully
planned succeeded. The lesson is clear: plans
which ignore the input and/or perceived benefits

or at

morale of the

from beneficiaries
are

participating

doomed to fail. The

planning has

never
and advocated for.

been

case

so

as
for

individuals
bottom-up

articulately stated

The role and responsibility of government in
bottom-up planning is also quite clearly spelt
out. The only misgiving is that politicians will
not listen to this as they have a tendency to
concentrate on issues which perpetuate their stay
in power. The basic tenets of beneficiary
participation threaten politicians through
democratisation pressures and increased grassroots calls for more devolution. As participants
become more economically independent from
government, their calls for accountability and
political power will increase. Not even a
rudimentary politician seeks to walk this
nightmare.
If we want to achieve economic development
through beneficiary participation, we must reexamine our political institutions. If they do not
engender the requisite political freedom, then
the only hope is to dispense with them and create
new

ones.B
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